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PART II. 

DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY. 

CHAPTER I. 

SUMMARY OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES. 

275. NataN and Dlri■lon of die hbjeea.-In the present Partof this work, machines are to be considered not merely as modifying motion, but also as mo<lifying force, and transmitting energyfrom one body to another. The theory of machines consists chieflyin the application of the principles of dynamics to trains of mechanism ; and therefore much of the present part of this treatise will consist of references back to Part I.*There are two fundamentally different ways of considering a macl1ine, each of which must be employed in succession, in orderto obtain a complete knowledge of its working.I. In the first place is considered the action of the machine during a certain pel'iod of time, with a view to the determination .of its EFFICIENCY; that is, the ratio which the useful part of its work bears to the whole expenditure of energy. The n1otion of every ordinary machine is either uniform or periodical; and therefore the principle of the equality of energy and work is fulfilled,either constantly, or periodically at the end of each period or cycleof changes in the motion of the machine. IL ln the second place is to be considered the action of the machine during intervals of time less than its period or cycle, ifits motion i s  periodic, in ord�r to determine the law of the periodicchauges in the motions of the pieces of which the machine con• sists, and of the periodic or reciprocating forces by which such changes a1-e produced. The pr�ent Chapter contains a summarv of the principles of dynamics�that word being taken in the c�mprehensive sense in which it is used in Thomson and Tait's Natural P/-,,il,osophy, to 
• A laTge portion of the present Part, and especially of the second Chapter, 

although originally written for this work, has already appeared as an Intro.
duction to A Manual of the Steam Engine. and other Prirne Movers; for t�at 
�k w.ould have been incomplete without an explanation of the dynamical
pnnciples of the action of machines in general 
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denote the science of forces, whether employed in balancing each 
other or in producing motion. The ensuing Chapters will contain 
the special application of those principles to machines. 

276. Force•-.&ctiou and Re•aclion.-Every force is an action 
exerted between a pair of bodies, tending to alter their condition 
as to relative rest and motion; and it is exerted equally, and in 
contrary directions, upon each body of the pair. i That is to say, 
if A and B be a pair of bodies acting mechanically on each other,
the force exerted by A upon B is equal in magnitude and contrary
in direction to the force exerted by B upon A. This principle is 
sometimes called tlie equality of action and re-action. It is analo· 
gous to that of relative motion, explained in Article 42, page 21. 

The forces chiefly to be considered in machines are the follow-
• 
1ng:-

I. Gravity, exerted between the parts of tlie machine, fixed ancl 
moving, and the whole mass of the earth. The action of the earth 
on the machine alone requires to be considered in practice; for 
although the re-action of the machine on the earth is equal and 
opposite, the enormous mass of the earth, as compared with the 
n1achine, causes the effects of that re-action to be inappreciable.
This is the only case in which re-action may be disregarded.

II. Forces exerted between parts of the machine and contiguous 
external bodies, solid or fluid. Sometimes those bodies support 
the fot1ndations of the machine: sometimes they drive the 
rnachinery; as ,vhen the in1pulse or the pressure of a fluid drives 
an eno-ine: sometimes they are moved by it; as in the lifting of 
loads, 

0 

the overcoming of friction against external bodies, the 
working of machine tools, &c. 

III. Forces exerted between a moving piece and the /ramie, at 
tl1eir bearing surfaces. These forces may be distinguished into 
pressure and friction. By the pressures exerted by the bearings 
the moving piece is kept in its proper place and path; by friction 
its motion is resisted. The equal and opposite re-actions of the 
1noving piece on t,he frame tend to strain the frame; and the 
u1aking of the frame so as to be capable of bearing them involves 
questions of strength, belonging to the Third Part of this treatise. 

IV. Forces exerted between connect,ed moving pieces. These too 
ma.y be distinguished into pressure and friction. 

When exerted along the line of connection, they serve to trans
mit motion and motive power; when exerted transversely to it,: 
they produce either a straining effect, or a waste of mechanical. 
,vork, or hoth. Here the equality of action and re-action is ofo
great i1nportance. The force which is exerted between a dri\"et,

:'. 
and a follower along their line of connection is a drivingfO'fe,8,;
otherwise called an effort, as regards the motion of the follower,� _and a re8i:Jtance as regards the motion of the driver. �·\

:i: 
Y .

¾ 



V. Forces exerted between the different parts of one pi�ce, 
stres_s, by whi�li whether fixed or moving. These constitute t�e 

the piece.resists the tendency of the forces applied to it ext�rnal Y 
to overstrain it or to break it; and they belong to the subJect of 

of that force. 

they balance each other. 
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the Third Part.
277. Fercee, how Determined and Espreesed.-A force, as re

spects one of the two bodies between which it acts, is determined, 
or made known, when the following three things are know!l 
�pecti�g it :-.forst the place, or part of the body to which it  , . _e
1s applied; secondly, the direction of its action; thirdly, its
magnitude.

The PLACE of the application of a force to a body 1nay be the 
whole of its volnme, as in the case of gravity; or the surface at
which two bodies touch each other, or the bounding surface 
between two parts of the same body, as in the case of pressure, 
tension, shearing stress, and friction. 

Thus every force has its action distributed over a certain space,
either a volume or a surface; and a force concentrated at a single 
point has no real existence. Nevertheless, in investigations respect
ing the action of a distributed force upon the position and move
n1ents, as a whole, of a rigid body, or of a body which without 
error may be treated as rigid, like the solid parts of a machine, 
fixed or moving, that force may be treated as if it were con
centrated at a point or points, determined by suitable pro
cesses; and such is the use of those numerous propositions in statics 
which relate to forces concentrated at points; or single forces, as
they are called.

The DIRECTION of a force is that of the motion which it tends 
t? produce. A straight line drawn through the point of applica
tion of a single force, and along its direction, is the LINE OF ACTION 

The MAGNITUDES of two forces are equal when, being applied to 
the same body in opposite directions along the same lii1e of action, 

The magnitude of a force is expressed arithmetically by stating
in numbers its ratio to a certain unit or standard of force, which 
for practical purposes is usually the weight (or attraction towards 
the earth), at a certain latitude, and at a certain level, of a known 
mass of a certain material. · Thus the British unit of fo1·ce is the 
standard pound avoirdupois; which is the weight, in the latitude 
of London, of a certain piece of platinum kept in a public office.
(See the Act 18 and 19 Viet., cap. 72; also a paper by Professor
W. H. Miller, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1856.) 

For the sake of convenience, or of compliance with custom, oth�r
units of weight are occasionally employed in Britain, bearing certain .ra.t1os to the standard pound; such as-
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Tl1e grain = n�'lf of a pound avoirdupois. 
The troy pound = 5,760 grains = 0·82285714 pot1nd avoirdupois. 

The hundredweight = 112 pounds avoirdupois. 
The ton = 2,240 pounds avoirdupois. 

The French standard of weight is the kilogramme, which is the 
weight, in the latitude of Paris, of a certain piece of platinu1n kept 
in a public office. It was originally intended to be the weight of 
a cubic decimetre of pure water, measured at the temperature at 
which the density of water is greatest-viz., 4e° ·1 1centigrade, or 
39°·4 Fahrenheit, and under the pressure which supports a baro
metric column of 760 millimetres of mercury; but it is in reality a 
little greater. 

A compari�on of French and British measures of weight and of -
size is given in a table at the end of this volume. 

A kilogramme is 2·20462125 lbs. avoirdupois. 
A pound avoirdupois is 0·45359 26525 of a kilogramme. 

' 
For scientific purposes, forces are sometiemes expressed in .

.Absolute Units. The "Absolute Unit of Forcee,, is a term used to 
denote the force which, acting on an unit of mass for an unit ofe· 
time, produces an ,1nit of velocity. 

The unit of time employed is always a second. 
The unit of velocity is in Britain one foot per second; in 

France one metre per second. 
The unit of mass is the mass of so much matter as weighs one 

unit of weight near the level of the sea, and in some· 
definite latitude. 

In Britain the latitude chosen is that of London ; in France, 
that of Paris. 

In Britain the unit of weight chosen is sometimes a grain, 
sometimes a pound avoirdupois; and it is equal to 32·187 . 
of the corresponding absolute units of force. In France the 
unit of weight chosen is either a gramme or a kilogramme, 
and it is equal to 9·8087 of the correspcnding absolute 
units of force. Each of those co-efficients is denoted by the 
letter g. 

A single force may be represented in a drawing by a straight 
line; the position of the line showing the line of action of the force, 
and an arrow-head its direction ; a point in the line marking the 
point of application of the force; and the length of the line repre
senting the magnitude of the force. 

277 A. D'.lea•ure. or Poree ••• 111--.-If by the unit of force 
is understood the weight of a certain Rtandard, such as the 
avoirdupois pound, then the mass of that standard is 1 + g; an4 
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the unit of a s&. is g times the mass of the standA.rde; _ 1� 

is the most convenient system for calculations connect-ell w\t 
mechanical engineering, and is therefore followed in the present 

nit of mass, the :mass of the s�nc ar But if we take_ for the u. _ f 

the standard of weight. 

called components of their resultant. 
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and th'vrt,t..-� 

d1 
0itself, then the unit of force 1s the absolute unit; and the we1ght 

the standard _
in such units is expressed by g ;  for g is the velocit! 

which a body's own weight, acting unba.lauced, impresses oneit 
in a second. This is the system employed in many sc1e.ut�fic 
writings, and in particular, in Thomson aud Tait's Natural Philo-_8ophy. It has great advantaO"e.s in a scientific point of view ; . bnt 
its use in calculations for practical purposes would be in�onvenient,
becau!'te of the prevailing custom of expressing forces 1n terms of) 

278. Beealta■t and Component Ii'orcea-Tbelr l'flapltade.-The 
RESULTANT of any combination of forces applied to one body is a 
single force capable of balancing that single force which balances 
tbe combined forces ; t�at is to say, the resultant of the combined 
forces is equal and directly opposed to the force which balances the 
combined forces, and is equivalent to the combined forces so far as 
the balance of the body is concerned. The combined forces are 

The resultant of a set of mutually balanced forces is nothing.
The magnitudes and directions of a resultant force and of its com

ponents a.re related to each other exactly in the same manner with 
the velocities and directions of resultant and con1ponent motions; 
and all the rules of Article 4:1, pages 18 to 21, are applicable to 
forces as well as to motions, and need not be repeated here. 

As to the position of the resultant, if the components act through 
one point, the resultant acts through that 1,oint also ; but if the 
components do not act through one point, the position of the 
resultant is to be found by methods which will be stated further 
on. 

The following are additional rules as to resultant and component
forces not explicitly given in Article 41 :-

I. If the component forces act awng OM line, all in the same 
direction, their resultant is equal to their sum ; if some act in one 
direction and some in the contrary direction, the resultant is their 
al,gebraical sum; that is to say, add together separately the forces 
'Which act in the two contrary directions respectively ; the difference 
of the two snms will be the amount of the reliultant, and its 
direction will he the same with that of the forces whose sum is 
t�e �eater. This principle applies also to the magnitudes anddire,ctwn8 of parallel forces not acting in one line. 

II. Triangle oj Forces.-Oiven, the directions of three forces 
which balance each other, acting in one plane and through one 
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])oint ; construct a triangle whose sides make the same angles with : 
each other that the directions of the forces do ; the proportions of.the forces to each other will be the same with those of the cor
responding sides of that triangle. Unless three forces act in one
plane and through one point, they cannot balance each other. 

To solve the same question by calculation ; let A, B, C, stand for the magnitudes of the three forces; A O B, B O C, C O A, for· the angles between their directions; then 
sin B O C : sin C O A : sin A O B : : A : B : C. 

Each of those three forces is equal and opposite to the -resultant 
of the other two. 

III. Polygon of Forces.-To find the resultant of any number, 
(F1, F2, F3, &c., fig. 224 ), of forces in different directions, acting.: 
through one point, 0. Commence at the point of application, and· 
construct a chain of lines representing the forces in magnitude,
and parallel to them in direction, (0 A = and II F

1
, A B = and 

\I F2, B O = and ll F3, &c.) Let D be the end of that chain; joinO D ;  this will represent the required-" .B 

, .......... resultant; and a force (F 5) equal and· 
,.. ; opposite to O D will balance the given• 

0 _,,-.,-;_'8 '/ c forces. This rule applies to the pro-
•--------

jections of the forces on any given;plane
To solve the same question by cal•' 

Fig. 224. culation instead of by construction :
IV. (When the forces act in on.& 

plane.) Assume any two di1·ections at right angles to each other ns axes; resolve each force into two components (X, Y) along those 
axes; take the resultants of those components along the two axes 
separately (L X, � Y) ; these will be the rectangular component,.· 
of the resultant R ofall the forces; that is to say, 

R =V { (� X)2 + (� Y)2 } ;  
and if.� be the angle which R makes with X, 

k X  . � ycos • = -R; Sill ,.,, = R . 
V. (When the forces act in different planes.) Assume any;three directions at right angles to each other as axes; resolve each:;.force in.to three co1nponents (X, Y, Z) along those axes; take theiresultants of the components along the three axes separately. (� X.;

� Y, � Z); these will be the rectangular components efti� 1·esulta"4 
.,
j
, 

..!'4\.,,,,-
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279. Coaplee.-In fig. 225, let F, F represent a couple of eq,�al, 
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of all the forces; and its magnitude and direction will be given by
the following equations:-

R = V { (� X)2 + (� Y)2 + (}; Z)2 } • 
� X  � y  }; Zcos � R ; cos f3 = R ; cos � ·- R= = 

-parallel, and opposite forces, applied to a rigid body, and not acting 
1� the same line ; L, the perpendicular
distance between their lines of action ; 

M O_then F is the force of the couple, L the w _ _-fa'rm, span, or leverage; and the product L F

force x leverage = F L is the statical 
mome:nt of the couple, which is right or 
left-handed according as the couple tends F',g. 22o.v 

to impress right-handed or left-handed 
rotation on the body (Article 48, page 25). All the forces which 
produce and resist the motion of rotating 1>ieces in a machine 
act in couples. Couples of equal moment acting in the same 
direction and in the same plane, or in parallel planes, are equivalent
to each other. 

Comparison of Measures of Statical M 01nent. 
· Kilogra,mm�tres.

In.ch-lb.e= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e. . . . . . . . . . . e. 0·01 1521 
1 2  = I Ft.-lb. = . .  . . . .  . . . . ... . . .  . . . . . . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  0·138254 

1 1 2  = 1 Inch-cwt. = . .  . .  . . . .  . . . .. . . .  . . .  . . .  I ·290379½ = 
1�344 = 1 1 2  = 1 2  = 1. Foot-cwt. = .. . . .. . . . . . . .  15·4844 
2,240 = 186§ = 20 = 1J = 1 Inch-ton = . . . . . .  25·807 4

26,880 .=  2,240 = 240 = 20 = 1 2  = 1 Foot-ton = 309·689 

I. To fnd the resultant moment of any number of couplesiacting on a rigid body in the same plane, or in parallel planes. 
Take the sums of the right-handed and left-handed moments 
separately ; the difference between those sums will be the result
ant moment, which will be right-handed or left-handed according
to the direction of the moments whose sum is the greater. 

II. To represent the moment of a couple by a single line. Upon
any line perpendicular to the plane of the couple, set off a length 
proportional to the moment (0 M, fig. 225), in such a direction 
that to a spectator looking from O towards M the couple shall 
seem right-handed. The line O M is called the axis of the couple.

Couples as represented by their axes are compounded and re
solved like velocities, and like single forces, by the Rules of 

y 
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Article 41, pages 18 to 21, and by those of Article 278, page319.III. To find the resultant of a single force, F, applied to a rigid body at O, and a couple, M, acting on the same body in the same orthein a forceparallel plane. Conceive F to be shifted inthat plan�, parallel to itself, tothe left if the couple is rightbanded, to the right ifthe coupleis left-handed, through a distance, 0 .A, found by dividing 
M by F. The shifted single force, F acting through A, will 

Fig. 226. be the resultant required. (The combination of a singleforce with a couple acting in a plane perpendicular to the line ofaction of the force cannot be further simplified.) 
IV. To resolve a single force into a single force acting in a different but parallel line, and a couple. Ju tig. 227, let F be thegiven force acting in the line E D, an,J B a  given point not in  E D. 1h1·on<Th B conceive a pair of equal and contrary forces to act in'a liue Oparallel to E D ;  viz., + F equal to F and in the same 

A 
directione; and - F' eqnal to F and in the con-
trary direction; alsoe let fall B A perpendicular ,I to E D. Then the original force F acting throuoh 

acting through B, and the couple of forces F andf \ - F, with the arm A B and moment F x A B;� !3 which couple i s right or left-handed acco1·ding as ·B lies to the right or left of F, relatively to a"'\ x spectator looking in the direction towards whichF acts. F x A B is called tlie moment of the f<Yrce F ..'l'dativel,y to tlte point B; or relatively to the ;axis O X traversing B in a direction perpen- ;·
Fig. 227. dicular to the plane of F and A B ;  or relatively : 

to a plane traversing B perpendicularly to A B. 280. Pal'allel Foree..-1. To find the resultant of two parallel·forces. The resultant is in the same Jl!ane with, and parallel £ol the Components. It is their sum or difference, according as they act in the same or contrary directions ; and in the latter_ case its ,direction is that of the great�r component. To find its line ofaction by construction, proceed as follows :-Fig. 228 representing.the case in which the components act in the same direction, fig. :229 that in which they act in contrary directions. Let A D  and. 
B E  be the componen.ts. Join A E and B D, cutting each other, 

). 

http:componen.ts


gD F. Th�ouin F. In B D (produced in fig. 229) take B � = _this will be the line of line parallel to the com1,oneuts; G draw a 
h 

esultant. To find its ma<1nitude by construction: action of the 1·
raw B C and D H, C\�tting the line of action parallel to A E, d ill represent the resultant of the resultant in C and H ;  C H ,v ill balance A D force equal and opposite to C H ,vrequired; aud a 

make To find the line of action of the resultaut by calculation ; 
D G _ B E · D BB G _ A D · D B . . 
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• 

C 

, G 

F 

II 

fig. 229. Fig. 228. 

and B E.
either 

-- 0 H 'aor C H 
When the two given parallel forces are opposite and equal, theyform a couple, and haYe no single resultant.II. To find the relative proportions ofthree parallel forces which balance each other, -ae_t�g"}j_Q�_ _planea: their lines of acti�n being given. Acro:5s the three lines of action, in any convenient position, draw a straight h. linetancesA betweenC B, fig. 230, and measure the disthe points where it cuts the Dlines of action. Then each force will be pro� portional to the dic;tance between the lines of action of the othet· two. The direction of the middle force, C, is contrary to that of the other two forces, A and B. Fig. 230.In symbols, let A, B, and C be the forcos; then, 
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A + B + C = 0; A B : B C : C A : : C : A : B. 
Each of the three forces is equal and opposite to the resultant of 

A 
the other two; and each pair of forces are 
equal and opposite to the components of tbe 
third. Hence this rule serves to resolve a . 
given force into two parallel components .

>=---�� acting in  given lines in the same plane.
III. To find the relative proportions of four · 

parallel forces which balance each other, not 
acting in one plane : their lines of action being . 
given. Conceive a plane to cross the lines of . 

Fig. 231. action in any convenient position; and in 
fig. 231 or fig. 232, let A, B, C,. D represent 

the points where the four lines of action cut the plane. Draw the 
.A six straight lines joining those four points by

pairs. Then the force which acts through each 
point will be proportional to the area ofthe triangle 

c L----r--JB for1ued by the other three points.
In fig. 231 the directions of the forces at A, B, 

D and C are the same, and are contrary to that of 
Fig. 232. the force at D. In fig. 232 the forces at A and D 

act iil one direction, and those at B and C in the 
contrary direction. 

In symbols, 
A + B + C + D = O ; 

B C D : C D A : D A B : A B C  
•• •• A : B : C : D. 

Each of the four forces is equal and opposite to the resultant 
of the other three; and each set of tht·ee forces are equal and 
opposite to the components of the fourth. Hence the rule serves 
to resolve a force into three parallel components not acting in one 
plane.

IV. To find the Resultant ofani1 number ofParallel Forces. For 
the magnitude and direction of the resultant take the algebraical 
sum of the components as if they acted along one line (Article 
278, page 319). This may be denoted by R = � F. For the 
position of the resultant proceed as follows :-In any plane per
pendicular to the lines of action of the parallel forces take an a,a;i,8
ofmoments in any convenient position. Multiply each component 
force (F) by its perpendicular distance (x) from that axis, so as to 
obtain its moment (F x) relatively to the axis. Mark those 
moments as positive or negative according to the direction in  which 
they ten� to tum the body to which they are applied about the 
axis; and take their algebraical sum, which will be the result<Jilll 
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moment (M = � • F x). Divide the resultant momen� by the resultant forcea; the quotient will be the perpendicular d1stan�e of theline of action of the resultant from the axis of moments; viz:-M � - F xXo = R = -t FThe algebraical sign of this distance will indicate its direction.Take another axis of moments in the same plane, and perpendicular to the first axis; and by a similar operation find t�eperpendicular distance of the resultant from the second axis.The position of the resultant will then be completely determined.If R = 0, the resultant is a couple. If M = 0, the line of action of the resultant traverses the axis of moments.281. Specific Grarity-HeaYine••-Denalty-Bulkineu.-I. Specific Gravity is the ratio of the weight of a given bulk of a given sub·stance to the weight of the same bulk of pure water at a standard temperature. In Britain the standard temperature is 62° Fahr. =16°·67 Cent. In Fr.tnce,, it is the temperature of the maximumdensity of watera= 3°·94 Cent. = 39 ° ·1 Fahr. · .In rising from 39 ° ·1 Fahr. to 62° Fahr., pure water expands 1nthe 1-atio of l ·001118 to 1 ;  but that difference is of no consequencein calculations of specific gravity for engineering purposes.II. The Heaviness of any substance is the weight of an unit of volume of it in units of weight, In British measures heaviness is most conveniently expressed in lbs. avoirdupo-is to tlie cubic foot; inFrench measures, in kilogrammes to the c-ubic decim,etre (or to the litre).The values of the heaviness of water at 39 ° ·1 Fahr., and at 62 °Fahr. ,  are respectively 62·425 and 62·355 lbs. to the cubic foot. III. The Derurity of a substance is either the number of units of 

m,asa in an unit of volume, in which case it is equal to the heaviness,-or the ratio of the mass of a, given volume of the substance to the mass of an equal volume of water, in which case it is equalto the specific gravity. In its application to gases, the term "' Density" is often used to denote the ratio of the heaviness of a gi\Ten gas to that of air, at the same temperature and pressure. IV. The Bulkiness of a substance is the number of \tnits ofvolume which an unit of weight fills ; and is the Teciprocal oftM 
heaviness. In British measures bulkiness is most conveniently -�xpressed in cubic feet to tlte lb. �avoirdupois ; in French measures,"in. cuf;ic decimetres (or in litres) to the k·ilogramme. R1_se of temperature produces (with certain exceptions) increase of?ulk!1!ess. The following are examples of rates of expansion in bulk,1n ns1ng from the freezing to the boiling point of water: that is from 0 ° Cent� or 32 ° Fahr., to 100 ° Cent. or 212 ° Fahr. The linear expansion of a solid body is one-thi1·d of its expansion in bulk. 
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Perfect gases, 0·365 ; air at ordinary pres�ure�, 0·366 ; water,
0·04775 ;  spirit of wine, 0· l 1 12 ; mercury, 0·018153 ; oil, linseed 
and olive, 0·08 ; wrought iron and steel, 0·0036 ; cast iron, 0·0033; 
copper, 0·0055 ; bronze, 0 0054 ; brass, 0·0065 : bt·ick, commoil,
0·0106 ; fire-brick, 0·0015 ; glass, 0·0027. 

TABLE OF HEAVINESS AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY. 

GASES, at 32  ° Fahr., and under one atmospheree:-
Air, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Carbonic acid, . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Hydrogen, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . e. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Oxygen, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Nitrogen, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . e. . . . . . . . . e. . . . . . . . . . e. •
Steam (ideal), • . . . . . . . . . . . . e. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .• • • . . . . . . . . •  

LIQUIDS, at 32" Fahr. ( except Water, '\Veight of a cubic 
foot in which is taken at 39°·1 Fahr.) : lbs. avoirdupois. 

Water, pure, at 39°·1,. . . . . . • . . . . .  62·425 
,, sea, ordinary, . . . . . . . . . . .  . 64 ·05 

Alcohol, pure, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .e. . . . .  . 49·38 
,, proof spirit, . . . . . . . . . . .  . 57·18 

�ther, . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 44·70 
Mercury,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 848·7 5 

58·68
Naphtha,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 
Oil, linseed, . . . . . . . . . . . . . e. . . . . . . . . .  . 

Weight of & e11biO . 
foot in 

lb. a.voirdupoJB. 

0·080728 
0·12344 

0·005592 
0·089256 
0·078596 .. 

0·05022 .. 
.. 

Specific
gravity, � 

pure water ::: J. 
1 •00°-

1 ·0�6 � 
0·791 • 
0•916 
0•716-

13·596· 
0•848 
0·94° 

57·12 0•91,,, olive,. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  . 
,, whale, . . . . . . . . . .n. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 57·62 0•913· 

54·31 o·B1° ·,, of turpentine, . . . . . . .e. . . . . . . .• 
Petroleum, ...... ... .... .... . . . . . . .  . 54·81 o·B18_ 

-
SOLID MINERAL SuBSTANCEs, non-metallice:-

Brick, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  1 25 to 135 
Brickwork, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1 2 
Coal, anthracite, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  100 

,, bituminous, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  77 ·4 to 89·9 
Coke, • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . e. . . . . . . . . . . .  62 ·43 to 103·6 
Glass, crown, average,e. . . . . . . . . . .  1 .56 

,,,, green, 
,, plate, 

I 64 to ·I 72 

. . . . . . . . . . . 
Granite, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Limestone (inclnding marble), 1 69 to 17 ,5 

• ,, magnes1an, . . . . . . . . . . .  I 78 
Masonry, . . .. . . .• . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 6  to 144 



1 ·75 
I 88·6 ·9 
2·3 ,, (dry), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 144 

2·08 to 2·52 

8·54 8·4 

8·9 556 
Iron, cast, various, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 434 to 456 . 

,, 480 

0·69 0·96 

29 0·46 
0·5 to 0·56 0·56 

0·69 to 0·99 0·87 
0·66 to 0·88 0

o·8 ·4 
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Weight of a. cubic Sp1>cifleSoLm lfINERAL SUBSTANCES, non gravity,foot in 
pure w�ter = 1.metallic-continued. lbs. avoirdupois.

109�lortar, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sand (damp), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 1 1 8  
1·42 

Sandstone, average, . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 
,, various kinds, . . . . .. ·130 to 157 

l\iETALs, solid:-Brass, cast, . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 487 to 524·4 7·8.to.8·4 
,, wire, . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  533Bronze, .. . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  524 Copper, cast, . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  537 ,, sheet, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  549 

8·68·8 
19  to 19·6 

6·95 to 7 ·3 
7 •t  1 

7 ·6 to 7 ·8 

hammered, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,,Gold,. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 1 186 to 1224 

44474 to 487,, average, . ... . . . . . . . . . . .Iron, wrought, various, . .. . . .  .. . 4 7·69average, . . . . . . . . .Lead, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 7 1 2 I I '4 
Platinum, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 3 1 1  to 1373 21 to 22 

Silver,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  655 10·5 
Steel, .. . .... .. . . . ••. . . . . . .. . . . ••. . . • 487 to 493 7·8 to 7 ·9 
·Tin,.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  456 to 468 7·3 to 7·5 
Zinc, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  424 to 449 6·8 to 7 ·2 

0·7530·4 
TI:Ml3ER :-• 

Ash,. . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 47
Bamboo, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3. . . . . . 25 
Beech,. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 43Box, . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . 60 0·54434Elm,... . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . ..Fir : Red Pine, . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 0·48 to 0·7 

o·¢ to 0·7 
30 to 44 30 to 44,, 81)ruce, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, American Yellow Pine, 

,, Larch, . . . . . .3. . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .Mahogany, Honduras,. . . . 0·85 
31 to 3535 
43 to 5362 

. . . . . ..
,, Spanish,. . . .. . . . . . . . .  . Oak, European, . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, American, Red,. . . . . . . . . . .  . 54 

4 1  to 55Teak, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Willow,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 25
Yew,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. � . .  50 

• The Timber in every case is su:pposed to be dry. 
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the weights lie. 

RULE IV.-To fn�-!..�� .. c�:1!ti:� ?.f..gm,:yjty of a body_ i -
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WEIGHT OF CunEs, RoDs, PLATES, BARs, AND SPHERES. 

A. B. c. D. E. F. 
Round Siuare Plate Sphere,

���� 1 lt��ng 1 ft.a� 1 1 ft. X _I 'rt. 
X l in. 1 in. diam. in. X l in. 

����� 

lbs. 
Brass, cast, average, . . .  0·298 

,, wire, . .e. • . . . . • .. . . .  0·308 
Bronze, . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . ••• 0·303 
Copper, sheet, •••. . . ••• .  0·3 18  

,, hammered, . . . .  0·322 
Iron, cast, average, .••• 0·257 
Iron,wrought,average, 0·278 
Lead, . . • .• . . . . ..•••.••• . . .  0·412 
Steel, average, . . e..•••••• 0·283 

\ f!n, average, . . . . . . e.•. .•• 0·267 
Zinc, average, . . . . . .. . . .  0·252

\..

lbs. Iba. lbs. lbs. 
2·81 3·58 43·0 5 1 6  0·156 
2·91 3·70 44 ·4 533 0· 16z 
2 ·86 3·64 43·7 524 0·159 
2·99 3·81 45·75 549 0·166 
3·03 3·86 46·3 556 0·168 
2·42 3·08 37 ·o 444 0·134 
2·62 3·33 40·0 480 0·146 
3·88 4·94 59·3 7 1 2  0·21 6 
2·67 3·40 40·8 490 0·148 
2·52 3·21 38·5 462 0·140 
2·38 3·03 36·3 436 0·13z 

282. Centre of Gravlty-Momeat of Welahc.-RULE I.-The centre 
of gravity of a body of uniform heaviness is its centre of magnitude. 
(See supplement to this Chapter, page 334.)

RULE II.-.!_�_&_n.� ...:th�_.mom.��t.. �-f a body's weight relativ:eJ.y_jQ,
a givenp?a:,Y!_e__ofmo�1��� ; multiply the w·eight by the perpendicular 
distance of tlie body's centre of gravity from the given plane.

NOTE.-In comparing together or combining the moments of 
weights which lie some at one side and some at the other side of a 
J>lane of moments, those moments are to be distinguished into 
J>ositive and negative, according to the sides of the plane at which · 

R�LE III.�To fin� ,th? comm9q _ _c�ntre of ��ity �r � . .��£o�. 
detached bodies ; find their several moments rdatively to a con .. 
veiiient"!ixe·a-plane ; find the resul,tant of those moments by adding
together, separately, the positive and negative moments, and taking
the difference between the two sums, which will be positive or 
negative according as the positive or negative sum is the greater,
Divide that resultant mon1ent by the total weight; the quotiente.
will be the perpendicular distance of the common centre of gravity
from the fixed plane ; and its positive or negative sign will show at 

.which side of the plane that centre lies. If necessary, repeat the 
..same process for a second and a third fixed plane, so as to deter 

n1ine the position of the required centre completely. The two or 
-three planes (as the case may be) are usually taken perpendicuhir 

to each other. 
con���ti!1g_ .�

;p_��·�s _of..�1nequal_ liea:vine�l;l,..i find separately the centres of t1iosB 
1Jarts, ancl treat them as detached weights by Rule III. 
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DISTRIBUTED FORCES-VARIED MOTION. 

283. The Uenare of Pre•1are 1n a piane sur ted at that traversed by the resultant of a pressure that 1s exer . 

b there RULE -Conceive that upon the pressed surface as a ase, rf: u �{: stands � prismatic solid of a height at each point of th.att 
s.the Po1n ; intensity of the pressureeproportional to the 
1� f pressed surface at the foot of a perpendicul�r from the �enb ret; magnitude of the solid (see supplement to this Chapter) will e e 

centre of pressure. When the intensity is uniform, the centre of pressure 18 

an d is exerted vertically upwaI s ,ve1ght of liquid displaced, through the centre of buoyancy. 
a Di.irlbate.t Poree- I. :Io �d the_ 285. The Be•ultaut of 
find the centre of gravity �Ttfie bo�y � ; 

vertically downwa1·ds througl1 the centre of gravity. find the. centre of . To find the resultant of a pressuree; �II

imaginary p1·isn1atic solid mentioned in Article 283. 

pressure of the atmosphere at the level of the sea. (See Article 
Principle• Belat1n11 applied to a body produces change of momentum equal in amount to and coincident in direction with the impulse exerted by the force. l·mpulse is the product of the force into the twe during which it acts in seconds. Momentum is the product of a body into its �cit,,y in units of distance per second. As to the units of force and of mass, see A1·ticle 277 A, page 318. A body 

receiving an impulse Te-acts against the body giving the impulse, 
on the equality of impulse and momentum :-. _To find what imJ?���-�-��-�ire� \o :erd:u��2'-�ve_:1 __ change _ I. 
in lf.s velocity' lll. units or ru.stance per second. 

• , pointface is the 

surface. i 

• 
centre of magnitude of the pressed surface. 

ta the 
d.284. The Uentre ofBuo-yancyl>f a solid wholly or I?ar�ly 1�m{:5�in a liquid is the_£�p�1,'C._�f_gr�ity o.f_J,he mass o� 1v,rud d>sp cihe Th� resultantpressure of the liquid on the solid .15 

_e
equal to ·ed 

the resultant will be a sin ale force equal to the weight, actmo 

pressure (as in Article 283); ffie reSl1itant will be a s1ng�e foyceequal in amount to the pressure, and acting in the same direction�nd throllgh the centre of pressure. The amount of the pressure�s equ�l to the area of the pressed surface, multiplied by the mear,, �mensity of the pressure, and is also equal to the weight of the, 
286. The lutea•HY oc Pre•■are is expressed in units of weight on.the unit of area: as pounds on the square inch, or kilogrammes.on. the s9uare metre ; or by the height of a column of sorue.fluid ; or 1n atmospheres, the unit in this case being the average 

302.)
287. to Varletl Modon.-An unbalanced force 

e massof 

The following are 1·ules basedwith an equal and opposite impulse. 

1�-���-ve�-��ity .?� a. ���n .��a!§; mult1p y t e massoy· Uie cliange 
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(If the change consists in  acceleration, the impulse must � 
forwarde; if in retardation, backward.) 

II. To calculate what unbalanced effort or unbalanced resist
ance, as the case may be, is required to produce a given increase or 
din1inution of a body's speed in a given tin1e or in a given distance. 

Case 1.-If the ti·11te is given; multiply the weight of the m� 
by its change of velocity ; divide by g, and by the time in seconds. 

Case II. -If the distance is given ; multiply the weight of th6 

mass by the change in the half-square of its velocity, and divide bf 
g, and by the distance. (For values of g, see page 318.) 

III. To find th� re-action of an accelerated or retarded body;
find the force required to J>roduce the change of velocity; the 
re-action will be equal and opposite. .The momentum and re-action of a body of any figure undergou1g
translation are the sa.me as if its whole mass were concentrated &i 
its centre of gravity. 

The principles of this auJ the following Article will be further 
explained and exen1plifie<l in  the n�xt Chapter.

288. De.,iated Motion a■d Cenerifu1al Force.-To make a ho�! 
move in a curve, sorne other body must guide it by exerting on 1l 
a deviating force directed towa1·<ls the centre of curvature. Th6 
revolving body re-acts on the guiding body with an equal aJJd,
opposite centr�/itgal force. 

To find the deviating and centrifugal force of a given mSSS 
revolving with a given velocity in a circle of a given radiuse:.....-· 
multiply the wci81at o£ tae 1uass by the sqnare of its linear velocitf, 
and divide by the radius ;-or otlterwi.'le: multiply the mass by th6 
square of its angular velocit}· of revolntion, and mult1'.ply by th,8 
radius :-the result wi]l he the value of the deviating and cent� 
fngal forces iu absolute nuits, which may be converted into unJtl 
of weight by dividing hy g.

The resu/,tant centrifugal .force of a rigid body of any shape is th';.
same in amount and direction (thongh not the san1e in dist1·ibut10� 
as if the whole n1ass were col lected at its centre of gravity. '"~'L288 A. Fallin3 Bodif! .. -'fhe following 1·ules apply to a body IV 
ing without sensible resistance from the liir :-

I. To tintl the velocity acqnire<l at the end of a given tiirl6' 
multiply the time in  seconds by g (see page 3 18). 

II. To find the height of fall in a given time; multiply ,
t) 

square of the time in secon<lH hy � g = 16·  l feet = 4·904 metteS-
I ll. To find the height of fall correspouding (or " due '') to · 

given velocity ; divide the ha]f-sqnare of the velocity by g. 
IV. To fiud the velocity d11e to a given height; multiply U'l· 

height by 2 g, and extract the fquare root. 

J2cJ = 8·025 feet = 4·429 metres. 

1 
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, 4 ness for practical purposes in all parts of the earth's surface. 
45·280 1 1  ·320 ·oi 553 

13·97 5 

64·4 

40 

1 9  44 
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TABLE OF HEIGHTS DUE TO VELOCITIES. 
" = Velocity in feet per second. 
h = Height in feet = v2 + 64:·4. 
This table 1s exact for at1tu . . . de 54�01 

;t-ear enoncrh to exa<

oanc1 n 

11·h 1' h 
54 

•062 1  I 
27I 

2 5628 48·69512 · 17  4 58 52·23513·059 3 · 13975 29 
60 55·9ol 

14·922 
4 ·24845 30 
56 ·38820 31 62  59·688 

63·60264.!:590 I 32 15 ·901 
7 ·76087 32·2 16·100 

66 
64·400 
67·6408 '99379 33 16·910 
7 1  ·80017 ·95o 689 I •2578 34 

10 1 ·5528 35 76·087 19·022 70 
80·49620· 1 24 72I t  1 ·8789 36 
85·0292 1  ·257 7 41 2  2·2360 37 

76  89·68813  2·6242 38 22·422 
78  94'47321 4  3·0435 39 23·018

3·4938 80 99·379 
3·9752 41 

1 5  
16 
17  

24·845 
82 104·4126·102 

4·4876 42 27 ·39t 84 109·56 
5·031 t 433. 28·7 I 1 86 J 1 4·841 8  

20 
5·6056 88 120·2530·062 

I 25·7831 ·444 906·2 1 1 2  45 
92 1313·43 2 1  6·8478 46 32·857 

22 7'51 55 34·3o [ 94 137·2047 
23 8·2143 48 35 ·7 76 96 1 43·10 
24 8·9441 49 37 ·283 98 149·13 
25 9·7050 50 38·820 100 155·28 
26 to·497 52 41·987 

SUl'PLEMENT TO CHAPTER I. 

Rules for the Mensuration of Figures and .finding of Ceratres of 
},fagnitude.

289. To Mea•are ••1 Plane A.rea.-Draw an ax.is or base-line, 
A X, in a. convenient position. The n1ost convenient position is 
us��lly pa.r-ctll�l to the greatest length of the area to be measured. 
-p1vide the ll'ngth of the figure into a convenieut number <'f equal
1nt:ervals, and n1easure breadths in a directi<ln perpendicnla.r to the 
ax1s at the two ends of that length, and at tbt, I>oints of division, 
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which breadths will, of course, be one more in number than the 
intervals. (For example, in fig. 233, the length of the figure is 
divided into ten equal intervals, and eleven breadths a1·e measured 
at b0, b1, &c.) Then the following rules are exact, if the sides 

� of the figure are bounded by straight lines, and by 
parabolic curves not exceeding the third degree, and 

'b,� are approximate for boundaries of any other figures. 
:--i---.!,9 RULE A. (" Simpson's First Rule," to be used 

1--t----1 bs when the number of intervals is even.)-Add together
the two endmost breadths, twice every second iuter-
mediate breadth, and four times each of the remain· 

,--.---.,,.,.!,s ing intermediate breadths; multiply the sum by the 
r--1��6¥ common interval between the breadths, and divide b.f 

t---1--1 03 3 ;  the result will be the area required. 
1 l,

3r--1-- For two intervals the multipliers for the breadtbS 
are 1, 4, 1 ;  for four intervals, 1, 4, 2, 4, I ;  for sii 
intervals, I, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4� I ;  and so on. These are
called " Simpson's Multipliers." 

RULE B. ("Simpson's Second Rule," to be used 
when the number of intervals is a multiple of 3. }

-A .I 
Fig. 283. 

Add together the two endmost breadths, twice every third inter
mediate breadth, and thrice each of the remaining intermediate 
breadths; multiply the sum by the common interval between the 
breadths, and by 3 ;  divide the product by 8 ;  the result will be 
the area required. 

" Simpson's multipliersn" in this case are, for three intervals, 
1, 3, 3, l ;  for six intervals, 1, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, I; for nine intervals, 

RULE C. (" :Jtlerrifielr£s Trapezoidal Rule," for calculating sepW'
rately the areas of the parts into which a figure is subdivided bf 
its equidistant ordinates or breadths. )-Write down the breadth' 
in their order. Then take the differences of the st.recessive breadths,
distinguishing them into positive and negative according as tp8· \
breadths are increasing or diminishing, and write them opPosits:
the intervals between the breadths. Then take the differenceS:. 
of those differences, or second differences, and write them op�sii:8 : 
the intervals between the first differences, distinguishing them JJlto ,
positive and negative according to the following principles :- ' , 

Firi,t Differences. 

Positive increasing, or }ega lve 1m1n1s 11ng, 

Second Difference. 

. .  ' ,. 

Negative increasing, or }Positive diminishinu O' 
• • ••• • •• •Negati've· j

�i, a  

In the colun1n of second differences there will now be two ble.� 
opposite the two endmost breadths; those blanks are to be filled 111,; 
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two adjoining second differ�nces if these are unequa ,  or equa to 1 1 
them if they are equal. Divide each second difference by 12; this �v�s _a c 

s to be subtracted from the breadth opposite 1twhich i . 
econ s

hat breadth 1f the �fference is positive, and added to t
Then to find the area of the division of the figur� conltaiI'eLe ialf z t between a given pair of ordinates or breadths; mult1,ply 

8'Um of the correcred breadths by the inter-i;al between them. 
The area of the whole figure may be found either by a ing 

together the areas of all its divisions, or by adding togethe� e halves of the endmost corrected breadths, and the whole O 

�ntermediate breadths, and multiplying the sum by the common 
interval. In symbols, and y' , et y be an actual breadthl
corrected breadthe; then y' == y - 12 A2 Y· 

on Trapezoidal Rule," to be used when a RuLE D. ("Comni ro\1gh approximation is sufficient.)-A.dd together the halves of the 
endmost breadths and the whole of the intermediate breadths, and 

(fhe m�st 

of the calculation will be the volume required. If Rule C is used, the volume will be obtained in separate layers. 
of equal rectangular divisions, and conceive the solid to be built of a �t of rectan�lar p�smatic columns, having those rectangular . . 
d1v1s1ons for their sectional areas: Measure the thickness of the solid at the centre and at the midd-le of each of the sides of each of 
thicknesses before-mentioned, which are in the interior of the solid, 

.-
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an ant. hmet'ica1 pr O
. . oITT"ession with thewith numbers each form1na 

.. orrection
if the secondd

difference is negative. · d 

dd' 

!te 

the correspond'ing
l 

multiply the sum by the common interval.1290. To Mean.re theVohameof any SoUd.....:..METHOD I. By Layf!T's.
-Choose e. straight axis in any convenient position. co��enient is usually parallel to the greatest length of t�e �ohd.)
D1v1de _the whole length of the solid, as marked on the ax1s, u�to a convenient nu�ber of equal intervals, and m�asure the_ sect1?nalarea. of the solid upon a series of planes crossing the axis at rightangles at tbe two ends and at the points of division. Then treatthose areas a.s if they were the breadths of a plane figure, applyingto them Rule A, B, or C of Article 289, page 332e; and the result 

METHOD II. By Prisms CYr Columns (" Woolley's Rule").-A.ssumea plane in a convenient position as a base, divide it into a network 

th?se rectangular columns; add together the doubles of all the 
and the simple thicknesses which are at its boundaries; divide thesum by six, and multiply by the area of one recta.ngular divisionof the base.291. To ltlea•are the LenK(h ofa11y <:an-e,-Divide it into shorta.res, and measure each of them by Rule I of Article 51, page 28. 
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292. Centre of Mapltade-Genel'lll Priaelples.-By the magni
tude of a figure is to be understood its length, area, or volume, 
according as it is a line, a surface, or a solid. 

The Centre of M agn,itude of a figure is a point such that, if the 
fiO'ure be divided in any way into equal parts, the distance of the 
c:ntre of magnitude of the whole figure from any given pla.ne is 
the mean of the distances of the centres of magnitude of the several · · 
equal parts from that plane.

The Geometrical Moment of any figure relatively to a given plane 
is the product of its magnitude into the perpendicular distance of 
its centre from that plane.

I. Sym"flietrical Figure.-If a plane divides a. figure into two 
symmetrical halves, the centre of magnitude of the figure is in that 
plane ; if the figure is symmetrically divided in the like manner 
by two planes, the centre of magnitude is in the line where those 
planes cut each other; if the figure is symmetrically divided by
three planes, the centre of magnitude is their point of intersection; 
and if a figure has a centre of figure (for exa!.mple, a circle, a sphere,
an ellipse1 an ellipsoid, a parallelogram, &c. ), that point is its centre 
of magnitude. 

II. l'ompound Figure.-To find the perpendicular distance from 
a given plane of the centre of a compound figure made up of parts
whose centres are known. Multiply the magnitude of each part 
by the perpendicular distance of its centre from the given plane; 
distinguish the products (or geometrical moments) iuto positive or 
negative, according as the centres of the parts lie to oue f(ide or to the 
other of the plane; add together, separately, the positive moments 
and the negative moments : take the difference of the two sums, and 
call it positive or negative according as the positive or negative 
sum is the greater; this is the resultant moment of the compound
figure relatively to the given plane; and its being positiYe or nega
tive shows at which side of the plane the required centre lies. 
Divide the resultant moment by the magnitude of the compound
figure ; the quotient will be the distance reqnired.

The centre of a figure in three dimensions is determined by 
finding its distances from three planes that are riot parallel to each 
. other. The best position f<fr those planes is perpendicular to each 
other ; for example, one horizontal, and the other two cuttiug each 
other at right angles in a vertical line. To determine the centre 
of a pla.ue figure, its distances from two pl�nes perpendicular to the 
plane of the figure are sufficient. 

293. Centre of a Plaae .&.rea.-To find, approximately, the centl'e 
of any plane area. 

RULE .A.-Let the plane area be that represented in fig. 233 ( of 
Article 289, page 332). Draw an axis, A X, in a convenient 
position, divide it into equal intervals, measure breadths a.t the 



and calculate the area, as in ends and at the points of division, 
';then multiply each breailth by its distance from one end of the 

consider the products as if they �ere the breadths of 8.XlS (as A) ; 
a new figu re, and proceed by the rules of Art1cle 289 �o cal�nlate 

perpendicula.r to A X at the point A. 

perpendicnlar to A X at A. J?i:aw a second axis intersecting A X (the most CC\nv�ni�nt 

completely detern\ined. of the required centre RULE B.-If convenient, the distance 

the plane of di vision. 

335 
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• 

Article 289. 

the area of that new tiCYnre. The result of the operation will be 

the geometrical 11n.oment �f the original figure relatively to a plane 

D�vide �he moment by the area o�iginal fignre ; the

quotient will be the distance of the centre required from the plane 
of the 

position being in gener-al perpendicular to A X), and by a si_milar procei:;s find the distance of the centre from a plane perpendicular 
to the second axis at one of its ends; the centre will then be 

from a plane cuttina an axis at one of the intermediate points of 
division, inst-ead of :t one of its ends, may be computed as fol_lows :Take separately the moments of the two parts into which that 
plane divides the fic,ure · the required centre will lie in the vart
which has the greater �oment. Subtract the less moment from 
the greater; the remainder will be the resulta·nt 1nmnent of the 
'W�ole figure, which being divided by the whole area, the quotient 
w:1� be the distance of the required centre from the plane of _div1s1on.

REMARK.-When the resultant moment is = O, the centre is in 
RuL� C.-To find the perpendicu1ar distance of t�e centre from th� axis A X. Multi.ply each breadth by the du:itance of the 

�i�dle point of that breadth from the axis, and by the properSimpson's Multiplier,,, Article 289, page 331 ; distinguish the P1:>ducts into right-handed and left:-handed, according as the middle 
points of the breadths lie to the right or left of the axis ; take 

separately the sum of the right-handed products and the sum of 
the left-handed p1·oducts; the required centre will lie to that side 
�f the axiR for which the sum is the greater; subtrar.t the less sum 
_rom. the greater, and multiply the remainder by � of the con1mon 
�nterval if Simpson's first rule is used, or by i of the co,umon interval if Simpson's second rule is used ; the prodnct will be the 

besultant 1nonie,,t rela.tively to the axis A X, which being divided 
y the area, the quotient will be the required distance of the c�ntrefrom that axis.• • 

y � ru;es of t�is Arli<:le are expressed in symbols, as follows :-Let x and�e l erpe�d1cular distances of any point in the plane area. from two
lanesp per11eudicula.r to the area and to each other, a.nd ;;z:0 a.nd y0 the per• 
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294. Centre of a Volame.-To find the perpendicular distance of 
the centre of magnitude of any solid figure from a plane perpen· 
dicular to a given axis at a given point, proceed as in Rule A of 
the preceding Article to find the moment relatively to the plane, 
substituting sectwnal areas for breadtlis; then divide the moment
by the volume (as found by Article 289) ; the quotient will be the 
required distance. 

To determine the centre completely, find its distances from three 
planes, no two of which are parallel. In general it is best that 
those planes should be perpendicular to each other. 

295. Centre of 1'.lapitude of a Carved I.-ine.-RULE A.-Tofind 
approximately the Centre qf �lt agni· D 
tude of a very Flat Curved Line.�--...t;:-�" '""�------=----�:sc � In fig. 234, let A D  B be the arc. 
Draw the straight chord A B, which 

Fig. 234. bisect in C;  draw C D (the cle.ftec· 
tion of the arc) perpendicular to 

A B;  from D lay off D E = A C D ;  E will be very nearly the 
centre required. .This process is exact for a cycloidal arc whose chord, A B, �s 
parallel to the base of' the cycloid. For other curves it is approi:1-
mate. For example, in the case of a circular arc, it gives D E too 
small ; the error, for an arc subtending 60° , being about rt1f of the 
deflection, and its proportion to the deflection varying nearly as
the square of the angular extent of the arc. 

RuLE B.-When the Curved Line is not very flat, divide it into 
very flat arcs ; find their several centres of magnitude by Rule .A.,
and measure their lengths ; then treat the whole curve as a coIJl· 
pound figure, agreeably to Rule II. of Article 292, page 334. 

296. 8pec,al w,,area.-I. TRIANGLE (fig. 235).-From any two of 
/e the angles draw straight lines to the middle 

, points of the opposite sides; these lines will 
..e.. cut each other in the centre required ;-or 

.. otherwise,-from any one of the angles dra� 
_ _ -_,��-�-�j a straight line to the middle of the opposite_e . ...,_ •, 

Fig. 235. side, and cut off one-third part from that line,
commencing at the side. 

II. QUADRILATERAL (fig. 236).e-Draw the two diagonals A C  and 
B D, cutting each other in E. If the quadrilateral is a parallel� 
gram, E will divide each diagonal into two equal parts, and -ww 
itself be the centre. If not, one or botl1 of the diagonals will bj
divided into unequal parts by the point E. Let B D be a diagon3 

pendicular distances of the centre of magnitude of the area from the saJll8 

planes ; then J 1· x d x d y ffy d x d y 
• 



�at is uneqnally divided. From D lay off D F i� that di�gonal 
-.; B E Then the centre of the triangle F A C, found as 1n the . preceding rule, ,vill be the centre required 

Y ule II. of Article 292, page 334. 

· b LANE BAsE.-Find the centre of the 

ni 
off one-fourth of its length, begin-

CIRCULAR ARc.-In fig. 238; let A .B be the arc, and C 
B� c:ntre of the circle of which it is part. -

j centre of magnitude of the arc. . CincutAR SEcToR, C A D  B, fig. 238. -F�

r:d. 
F == § C E;  F will be the centre re-iq\J.

2 � - �  
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t _
III. PLANE PotYGON.-Divide it into 

t�
ngles; find their centres, and measure 
r areas ; then trea the po1ygon as a 

�tnpound figure made up of the triangles,
R

A 

/ff::":/113: \ ·-.. �:--· 
:' _.;:·:.:,., 

tn

..-�:•�::· . \ ··..-.... -·  ...
··•.·v 

p IV. PRI8M OR CYLINDER WITH PLANE 
..: 

___
�RALLEL ENDs.-Find the centres of the ":l _____::els; � straight line joining them will be Fig. 286. 
� axis of the prism or cylinder, and thellll<ldle point of that line will be the centre reqnired.
V. TETRAHEDRON OR TRIANGULAR PYRAMID (fig. 237).-Bisectany two opposite edges, as A D and .&.B O _n

it . , in E a�d F ;_ join.E F, and bisect
in_ G ;  th1S point ,v1ll be the centre 

requ1recl 
pVI. ANY PYRAMID OR CONE WITH A 

to
a.se, from which draw a straight line 

th 
tLe sumnlit; this will be the axis of

PYramid or cone. From the axis D'---------�cu: 
ng at the basen· this will give the 

c 
Fig. 23i.centre required. ,

Vrr. ANY POLYHEDRON OR PLA?-4""1:-FACED SOLID.-Divide it into 
fr-atnids; find their centres and measure their volumes; then 

t the whole solid as a compound figure by Rule II. of Articlee�29 .n

th
VIII. 

?d:ui�· 
the arc in D, and join C D and A B. 

and dl!
1� the radius C D  by the chord A B, 

tvide by the length of the arc A D B ;  

.u 

la
tf 

off the quotient C E upon C D ;  E will be 

tna.kini C E as in the preceding rule, and 
C 

Fig. 238. 

int!· SECTo� OF A FLAT Rmo.-Letn,,. be the external and ,' the
rnal radius of the ring.n arc of the same 

anp� 
· Draw a circular 

· 2r -::-,12 , r extent with the sector, and of the radins 3and find •its centre of magnitude by Rule VIII. 
z 
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	275. NataN and Dlri■lon of die hbjeea.-In the present Part
	of this work, machines are to be considered not merely as modifying motion, but also as mo<lifying force, and transmitting energyfrom one body to another. The theory of machines consists chieflyin the application of the principles of dynamics to trains of mechanism ; and therefore much of the present part of this treatise will consist of references back to Part I.*
	There are two fundamentally different ways of considering a macl1ine, each of which must be employed in succession, in orderto obtain a complete knowledge of its working.
	. In the first place is considered the action of the machine during a certain pel'iod of time, with a view to the determination .of its EFFICIENCY; that is, the ratio which the useful part of its work bears to the whole expenditure of energy. The n1otion of every ordinary machine is either uniform or periodical; and therefore the principle of the equality of energy and work is fulfilled,either constantly, or periodically at the end of each period or cycleof changes in the motion of the machine. 
	I

	IL ln the second place is to be considered the action of the machine during intervals of time less than its period or cycle, ifits motion is periodic, in ordŁr to determine the law of the periodicchauges in the motions of the pieces of which the machine con• sists, and of the periodic or reciprocating forces by which such changes a1-e produced. 
	The prŁent Chapter contains a summarv of the principles of dynamicsŁthat word being taken in the cŁmprehensive sense in which it is used in Thomson and Tait's Natural P/-,,il,osoph, to 
	y

	• A laTge portion of the present Part, and especially of the second Chapter, although originally written for this work, has already appeared as an Intro.duction to A Manual of the Steam Engine. and other Prirne Movers; for t�at 
	Łk w.ould have been incomplete without an explanation of the dynamicalpnnciples of the action of machines in general 
	31G DYNAlIICS OF MACHINERY. 
	31G DYNAlIICS OF MACHINERY. 
	denote the science of forces, whether employed in balancing each other or in producing motion. The ensuing Chapters will contain the special application of those principles to machines. 
	276. Force•-.&ctiou and Re•aclion.-Everforce is an action exerted between a pair of bodies, tending to alter their condition as to relative rest and motion; and it is exerted equally, and in contrary directions, upon each body of the pair. i That is to say, if A and B be a pair of bodies acting mechanically on each other,the force exerted by A upon B is equal in magnitude and contraryin direction to the force exerted by B upon A. This principle is sometimes called tlie equality of action and re-action. It i
	y 

	The forces chiefly to be considered in machines are the follow
	-

	• 
	1ng:
	1ng:
	-

	I. Gravity, exerted between the parts of tlie machine, fixed ancl moving, and the whole mass of the earth. The action of the earth on the machine alone requires to be considered in practice; for although the re-action of the machine on the earth is equal and opposite, the enormous mass of the earth, as compared with the n1achine, causes the effects of that re-action to be inappreciable.This is the only case in which re-action may be disregarded.
	II. Forces exerted between parts of the machine and contiguous external bodies, solid or fluid. Sometimes those bodies support the fot1ndations of the machine: sometimes they drive the rnachinery; as ,vhen the in1pulse or the pressure of a fluid drives an eno-ine: sometimes they are moved by it; as in the lifting of overcoming of friction against external bodies, the working of machine tools, &c. 
	loads, 
	0 
	the 

	III. Forces exerted between a moving piece and the /ramie, at tl1eir bearing surfaces. These forces may be distinguished into pressure and friction. By the pressures exerted by the bearings the moving piece is kept in its proper place and path; by friction its motion is resisted. The equal and opposite re-actions of the 1noving piece on t,he frame tend to strain the frame; and the u1aking of the frame so as to be capable of bearing them involves questions of strength, belonging to the Third Part of this tre
	IV. Forces exerted between connect,ed moving pieces. These ma.y be distinguished into pressure and friction. 
	too 

	When exerted along the line of connection, they serve to transmit motion and motive power; when exerted transversely to it: they produce either a straining effect, or a waste of mechanical. ,vork, or hoth. Here the equality of action and re-action is ogreat i1nportance. The force which is exerted between a dri\":'. and a follower along their line of connection is a drivingfO'fe,8,;otherwise called an effort, as regards the motion of the follow
	,
	fo
	et
	,
	er,
	Ł 

	_
	and a re8i:Jtance as regards the motion of the driver. 
	Ł·\

	:i: 
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	the Third Part.
	277. Fercee, how Determined and Espreesed.-A two bodies between which it acts, or made known, when the following three things !l pectig it :-.forst the body to which 
	force, 
	as 
	re
	spects 
	one of 
	the 
	is 
	determin
	ed, 
	are kn
	ow
	Ł
	Ł
	plac
	e
	, 
	or part 
	of 
	the 
	it 

	, _e
	.

	1s applied; secondly, the direction of its action; thirdly, itsmagnitude.
	of the application of a force to a body whole of its volnme, as in the case of gravity; or the surface atwhich two bodies touch each other, or the bounding surface between two parts of the same body, as in the case of pressure, tension, shearing stress, and friction. 
	The 
	PLACE 
	1nay 
	be 
	the 

	Thus every force has its action distributed over a certain space,either a volume or a surface; and a force concentrated at a single point has no real existence. Nevertheless, in investigations respecting the action of a distributed force upon the position and moven1ents, as a whole, of a rigid body, or of a body which without error may be treated as rigid, like the solid parts of a machine, fixed or moving, that force may be treated as if it were concentrated at a point or points, determined by suitable 
	The DIRECTION of a force is that of the motion which it tends t? produce. A straight line drawn through the point of application of a single force, and along its direction, is the LINE OF ACTION 
	The MAGNITUDES of two forces are equal when, being applied to the same body in opposite directions along the same lii1e of action, 
	The magnitude of a force is expressed arithmetically by statingin numbers its ratio to a certain unit or standard of force, which for practical purposes is usually the weight (or attraction towards the earth), at a certain latitude, and at a certain level, of a known mass of a certain material. · Thus the British unit of fo1·ce is the standard pound avoirdupois; which is the weight, in the latitude of London, of a certain piece of platinum kept in a public office.(See the Act 18 and 19 Viet., cap. 72; also 
	W. H. Miller, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1856.) 
	For the sake of convenience, or of compliance with custom, othrunits of weight are occasionally employed in Britain, bearing certain 
	Ł

	.
	ra.t1os to the standard pound; such as
	-

	DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY. 
	DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY. 
	Tl1e grain = nŁ'lf of a pound avoirdupois. 
	The troy pound = 5,760 grains = 0·82285714 pot1nd avoirdupois. 
	The hundredweight = 112 pounds avoirdupois. 
	The ton = 2,240 pounds avoirdupois. 
	The French standard of weight is the kilramme, which is the weight, in the latitude of Paris, of a certain piece of platinu1n kept in a public office. It was originally intended to be the weight of a cubic decimetre of pure water, measured at the temperature at which the density of water is greatest-viz., 4e·1centigrade, or 39·4 Fahrenheit, and under the pressure which supports a baro
	og
	° 
	1
	°

	metric column of 760 millimetres of mercury; but it is in reality a little greater. 
	A compariŁon of French and British measures of weight and of size is given in a table at the end of this volume. 
	-

	A kilogramme is 2·20462125 lbs. avoirdupois. A pound avoirdupois is 0·45359 26525 of a kilogramme. 
	' 
	For scientific purposes, forces are sometiemes expressed in .
	.Absolute Units. The "Absolute Unit of Forceeis a term used to denote the force which, acting on an unit of mass for an unit ofe· time, produces an ,1nit of velocity. 
	,, 

	The unit of time employed is always a second. 
	The unit of velocity is in Britain one foot per second; in France one metre per second. 
	The unit of mass is the mass of so much matter as weighs one unit of weight near the level of the sea, and in some· definite latitude. 
	In Britain the latitude chosen is that of London ; in France, that of Paris. 
	In Britain the unit of weight chosen is sometimes a grain, sometimes a pound avoirdupois; and it is equal to 32·187 . of the corresponding absolute units of force. In France the unit of weight chosen is either a gramme or a kilogramme, and it is equal to 9·8087 of the correspcnding absolute units of force. Each of those co-efficients is denoted by the letter g. 
	A single force may be represented in a drawing by a straight line; the position of the line showing the line of action of the force, and an arrow-head its direction ; a point in the line marking the point of application of the force; and the length of the line representing the magnitude of the force. 
	277 A. D'.lea•ure. or Poree ••• 111--.-If by the unit of force is understood the weight of a certain Rtandard, such as the avoirdupois pound, then the mass of that standard is 1 + g; an4 
	Figure
	319 
	and th'
	vrt,t..-Ł 
	d
	1 
	0
	itself, then the unit of force 1s the absolute unit; and the 
	we
	1g
	ht 

	the standard 
	_
	in such units is expressed by g; for g is the vci! t, acting unba.lauced, impressesoneit in a second. This is the system employed in many sce.utfic writings, and in particular, in Thomson aud Tait's Natural Philo-
	el
	o
	t
	which a body's own weigh
	1
	Ł

	_
	has great advantaO"e.s in a scientific . calculations for pracical purposes would be Ł
	8ophy. 
	It 
	point 
	of 
	view 
	;
	bnt 
	its 
	use 
	in 
	t
	in
	onvenie
	nt,

	terms of) 
	becau!'te 
	of 
	the 
	prevailing 
	custom 
	of 
	expressing 
	forces 
	1n 

	278. Beealta■t and Component 
	Ii'orcea-Tbelr 
	Ii'orcea-Tbelr 
	l'flapltade.-The 
	RESULTANT of any combination of forces applied to one body is a single force capable of balancing that single force which balances tbe combined forces; tŁat is to say, the resultant of the combined forces is equal and directly opposed to the force which balances the combined forces, and is equivalent to the combined forces so far as the balance of the body is concerned. The combined forces 
	are 
	resultant of a set of mutually balanced forces is 
	The 
	nothing.

	magnitudes rections force and of its coma.re related to each other exactly in the same manner the velocities and directions of resultant and con1ponent motions; and all the rules of Article 4:1, pages 18 to 21, are applicable to forces as well as to motions, and need not be repeated here. 
	The 
	and di
	of a 
	resultant 
	ponents 
	with 

	As to the position of the resultant, if the components act through one point, the resultant acts through that 1,oint also ; but if the the position of the resultant is to be found by methods which will be stated further on. 
	components do not act through one point, 

	nt and component
	The following are additional rules as to resulta

	forces not explicitly given in Article 41 :
	-

	I. If the component forces act awng OM line, all in the same direction, their resultant is equal to their sum; if some act in one direction and some in the contrary direction, the resultant is their ebraical sum; that is to say, add together separately the forces t in the two contrary directions respectively; the difference he reliultant, and its hat of the forces whose sum tŁe eater. This principle applies also to the magnitudes andwn8 of parallel forces not acting in one line. 
	al,
	g
	'Which ac
	of the two snms will be the amount of t
	directio
	n will he the same with t
	is 
	Ł
	dire,ct

	II. oj Forces.-Oiven, the directions of three which balance each other, acting in one plane and through one 
	Triangle 
	fo
	rces 
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	])oint ; construct a triangle whose sides make the same angles with: each other that the directions of the forces do; the proportions of
	.
	the forces to each other will be the same with those of the corresponding sides of that triangle. Unless three forces act in oneplane and through one point, they cannot balance each other. 
	To solve the same question by calculation; let A, B, C, stand for the magnitudes of the three forces; A O B, B O C, C O A, for· the angles between their directions; then 
	sin B O C : sin C O A : sin A O B : : A : B : C. 
	Each of those three forces is equal and opposite to the -resultant 
	of the other two. 
	III. Polygon of Forces.-To find the resultant of any number, (F, F, F, &c., fig. 224 ), of forces in different directions, acting.: through one point, 0. Commence at the point of application, and· construct a chain of lines representing the forces in magnitude,and parallel to them in direction, (0 A = and II F, A B = and \I F, B O = and ll F, &c.) Let D be the end of that chain; join
	1
	2
	3
	1
	2
	3

	O D; this will represent the required
	-" .B 
	-" .B 

	...resultant; and a force (F )equal and· 
	, ....
	... 
	5

	,.. 
	,.. 
	; 

	opposite to O D will balance the given
	• 

	0 
	c forces. This rule applies to the pr
	_,,-
	.,-;_'
	8 '
	/ 
	o-

	•----
	-

	---
	jections of the forces on any given;plane
	To solve the same question by cal•' Fig. 224. culation instead of by construction :
	IV. (When the forces act in on.& plane.) Assume any two di1·ections at right angles to each other ns axes; resolve each force into two components (X, Y) along those axes; take the resultants of those components along the two axes separately (L X, Ł Y); these will be the rectangular component,.· of the resultant R ofall the forces; that is to say, 




	R =V { (ŁX)2 + (ŁY)2}; 
	R =V { (ŁX)2 + (ŁY)2}; 
	and if.Ł be the angle which R makes with X, 
	kX . Ły
	cos • = -R; Sill ,.,, = 
	R . 
	V. (When the forces act in different planes.) Assume anythree directions at right angles to each other as axesforce in.to three co1nponents (X, Y, Z) along those resultants of the components along the three axes separately.(Ł X.;ŁY, Ł Z); these will be the rectangular components eftiŁ 1·esulta"4 
	;
	; 
	res
	olve 
	each
	:;.
	axes
	; 
	take 
	thei

	.,, 
	j

	..!'4\
	.,,
	,,
	-

	Figure
	FORCES-COUPLES. 
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	forces; and its magnitude and direction will be the following equations:
	of 
	all 
	the 
	given 
	by
	-

	= V { (Ł X)2 + (Ł Y)+ (}; Z)}• 
	R 
	2 
	2 

	ŁX Ły };Z
	cos Ł ; cos f3 = 
	R 
	R 
	; cos Ł 
	·

	R
	-

	= 
	= 
	-parallel, and opposite forces, applied to a rigid body, and not acting 1Ł the same line; L, the perpendiculardistance between lines of action ; 
	their 

	M O
	Figure

	_
	then F is the force of the couple, L the w 
	_ 
	_ 
	_ 
	_

	-f


	span, or leverage; and the product 
	span, or leverage; and the product 
	a'rm, 

	L 
	L 
	F

	force x leverage = F L is the statical mome:nt of the couple, which is right or 
	force x leverage = F L is the statical mome:nt of the couple, which is right or 
	left-handed according as the couple tends 

	v 
	F',g. 22o.

	to impress right-handed or left-handed rotation on the body (Article 48, page 25). All the forces which produce and resist the motion of rotating 1>ieces in a machine act in couples. Couples of equal moment acting in the same direction and in the same plane, or in parallel planes, are equivalentto each other. 

	Comparison of Measures of Statical M 01nent. 
	Comparison of Measures of Statical M 01nent. 
	· 
	· 
	Kilogra,mmŁtres.

	In.ch-lb.e.............................................e...........e. 0·011521 12 = I Ft.-lb. = .. . ... . . . . .... .. . ....... .. . .. ... ... 0·138254 
	In.ch-lb.e.............................................e...........e. 0·011521 12 = I Ft.-lb. = .. . ... . . . . .... .. . ....... .. . .. ... ... 0·138254 
	= 

	= 1 Inch-cwt. = .. .. .... . . . .. . .. . .. . .. I·29037
	112 





	9½ 
	9½ 
	= 

	112 = 12 = 1. Foot-cwt. =............. 15·4844 
	1Ł344 = 

	2,240 = 186§ = 20 = 1J = 1 Inch-ton = ...... 25·807 4
	2,240 = 240 = 20 = 12 = 1 Foot-ton = 09·689 
	26,
	88
	0.= 
	3

	I. To fnd the resultant moment of any number of couples
	i
	acting on a rigid body in the same plane, or in parallel planes. Take the sums of the right-handed and left-handed moments separately; the difference between those sums will be the resultant moment, which will be right-handed or left-handed accordingto the direction of the moments whose sum is the greater. 
	II. To represent the moment of a couple bya single line. Uponany line perpendicular to the plane of the couple, set off a length proportional to the moment (0 M, fig. 225), in such a direction that to a spectator looking from O towards M the couple shall right-handed. The line O M is called the axis of the couple.
	seem 

	Couples as represented by their axes are compounded and solved like velocities, and like single forces, by the Rules of 
	re

	y 
	DYNAHICS OF MACHINERY. 
	DYNAHICS OF MACHINERY. 
	Article 41, pages 18 to 21, and by those of Article 278, page
	Figure

	319.II. To find the resultant of a single force, F, applied to a rigid 
	I

	body at O, and acouple, M, acting on the same body in the same orin a parallel plane. Conceive 
	the
	force
	F 
	to 
	be shifted 
	in

	that plan�, parallel to itself, tothe left if the couple is rightbanded, to the right ifthecoupleis left-handed, through a distance, 0 .A, found by dividing M by F. The shifted single force, F acting through A, will 
	be the resultant required. 
	Figure
	Fig. 226. 

	(The combination ofasingleforce with acouple acting in a plane perpendicular to the line ofaction of the force cannot be further simplified.) 
	IV. To resolve a single force into a single force acting in a different but parallel line, and a couple. Ju tig. 227, let Fbe thegiven force acting in the line ED, an,J Ba given point not in ED. 1h1·on<Th B conceive a pair of equal and contrary forces to act in
	'
	a liue parallel to E D; viz., + F equal to F and in the same 
	O

	directione; and -F' eqnal to F and in the 
	A 
	con
	-


	trary direction; alsoelet fall B A perpendicular 
	,
	to E D. Then the original force F acting throuoh 
	I 
	Figure

	acting through B,and the couple offorces Fand-F, with the arm A B and moment F x AB;
	f \ 

	!3 which couple isright or left-handed acco1·ding as 
	Figure
	Ł

	B lies to the right or left of F,relatively to a
	B lies to the right or left of F,relatively to a
	B lies to the right or left of F,relatively to a
	·

	"

	\ x spectator looking in the direction towards 
	'
	which


	Facts. 
	F x A B is called tlie moment of the f<Yrce F .
	.

	to tlte point B; or relatively to the
	'l'dativel,
	y 
	;

	axis O X traversing B in a direction perpen-;
	·Fig. 227. dicular to the plane of F and AB; or relatively : to a plane traversing B perpendicularly to 
	AB. 

	280. Pal'allel Foree..-1. To find the resultant of two parallel·forces. The resultant is in the Components. It is theiact in the same or contrary directions ; and in the latter_ case its,direction is that of the greatŁr component. To find its line ofaction by construction, proceed as follows :-Fig. 228 representing.the case in which the components act in the same direction, fig.:229 that in which they act in contrary directions. Let AD and. BE be the E and BD,cutting each other, 
	Figure
	the same Jl!ane with, and parallel £ol 
	r sum or difference, according as they 
	componen.ts. Join A 

	)
	. 
	323

	PARALLEL FORCES. 
	PARALLEL FORCES. 
	• 
	C , G F 
	II 
	fig. 229. 
	Fig. 228. 
	and BE.
	either 
	-
	-0H 
	'a
	or 
	H 
	C

	When the two given parallel forces are opposite and equal, they
	form a couple, and haYe no single resultant.
	II. To find the relative proportions ofthree p
	arallel forces which balance each other, 

	h. lineAC B, fig. 230, and measure the dis
	-ae_tŁg"
	}j_QŁ
	_ _planea: their lines of actiŁn being given. Acro:5s the three lines of action, in any convenient position, draw a straight
	Figure
	tances
	between
	the 
	points where it 
	cuts the D

	lines ofaction. Then each force will be proŁ portional to the dic;tance between the lines of action of the othet· two. The direction of the middle force, C, is contrary to that of the 
	other two forces, A and B. Insymbols, let A, B, and C be the forcos; then, 
	Fig.230.

	A + B + C = 0; A B : B C : C A : : C : A : B. 
	Each of the three forces is equal and opposite to the resultant of 
	the other two; and each pair of forces are 
	A 

	equal and opposite to the components of tbe 
	third. Hence this rule serves to resolve a . 
	given force into two parallel component
	s 

	.
	>=---ŁŁ acting in given lines in the same plane.
	Figure

	III. To find the relative proportions of four parallel forces which balance each other, not acting in one plane: their lines of action being . given. Conceive a plane to cross the lines 
	· 
	of 
	. 

	Fig. 231. action in any convenient position; and in fig. 231 or fig. 232, let A, B, C,. D represent 
	the points where the four lines of action cut the plane. Draw the 
	six straight lines joining those four points by
	.A 

	pairs. Then the force which acts through each 
	point will be proportional to the area ofthe triangle 
	c L----r--JB for1ued by the other three points.
	Figure

	In fig. 231 the directions of the forces at A, B, 
	D and C are the same, and are contrary to that of 
	the force at D. In fig. 232 the forces at A and D 
	Fig. 232. 

	act iil one direction, and those at B and C in the 
	act iil one direction, and those at B and C in the 
	contrary direction. 

	In symbols, 
	In symbols, 
	A+B+C+D=O; 

	BCD:CDA:DAB:ABC 
	• A : B : C : D. 
	•
	•• 

	Each of the four forces is equal and opposite to the resultant of the other three; and each set of tht·ee forces are equal and opposite to the components of the fourth. Hence the rule serveto resolve a force into three parallel components not acting in one plane.
	s 

	l 
	le 
	the 
	per
	nt 
	moment (M = � • Fx). Divide the resultant momenby the resultant forcea; the quotient will be the perpendicular d1stane of theline of action of the resultant from the axis of moments;viz:
	Ł
	Ł
	-

	M Ł-FxXoR-t F
	=
	= 
	Figure

	of this distance will indicate its direction.
	The algebraical si
	gn 

	Take another axis of moments in the same plane, and perpendicular to the first axis; and by a similar operation find t�eperpendicular distance of the resultant from the second axis.The position of the resultant will then be completely determined.
	If R = 0, the resultant is a couple. If M = 0, the line of action ofthe resultant traverses the axis ofmoments.
	281. Specific Grarity-HeaYine••-Denalty-Bulkineu.-I. Specific Gravity is the ratio of the weight of a given bulk of a given sub·stance to the weight of the same bulk of pure water at a standard Fahr. =16·67 Cent. In Fr.tnce,, it is the temperatue of the maximum
	281. Specific Grarity-HeaYine••-Denalty-Bulkineu.-I. Specific Gravity is the ratio of the weight of a given bulk of a given sub·stance to the weight of the same bulk of pure water at a standard Fahr. =16·67 Cent. In Fr.tnce,, it is the temperatue of the maximum
	temperature. In Britain the standard temperature is 62
	° 
	°
	r

	·94 Cent. 39 ·1 Fahr. · 
	density of watera= 3
	°
	= 
	° 
	.


	In rising from 39 ·1 Fahr. to 62Fahr., pure water expands 1nthe 1-atio of l·001118 to 1; but that difference is of no consequencein calculations of specific gravity for engineering purposes.
	° 
	° 

	II. The Heaviness of any substance is the weight of an unit of volume of it in units of weight, In British measures heaviness is most conveniently expressed in lbs. avoirdupo-is to tlie cubic foot; inFrench measures, in kilogrammes tothe c-ubic decim,etre (or to the litre).The values of the heaviness of water at 39 ·1 Fahr., and at 62 Fahr., are respectively 62·425 and 62·355 lbs. to the cubic foot. 
	° 
	°

	III. The Derurity of a substance is either the number of units of m,asa in an unit of volume, in which case it is equal to the heavia, given volume of the substance to the mass of an equal volume of water, in which case it is equalto the specific gravity. In its application to gases, the term "' Density" is often used todenote the ratio of the heaviness of a en gas to that of air, at the same temperature and pressure. 
	ness,-or the ratio of the mass of 
	gi\
	T

	IV. The Bulkiness of a substance is the number of \tnits ofvolume which an unit of weight fills; and is the Teciprocal oftM heaviness. In British measures bulkiness is most conveniently -Łxpressed in cubic feet to tlte lb. Łavoirdupois ; in French measures,"in. cuf;ic decimetres (or in litres) to the k·ilogramme. 
	R1_se of temperature produces (with certain exceptions) increase ofs. The following are examples of rates of expansion in1n ns1ng from the freezing to the boiling point of water: that is from 0 CentŁ or 32 Fahr., to 100 Cent. or 212 Fahr. The linear expansion of a solid body is one-thi1·d of its exansion in bulk. 
	?
	ulk
	!1!
	es
	bulk,
	° 
	° 
	° 
	° 
	p

	Figure
	Perfect gases, 0·65; air at ordinary presŁureŁ, 0·366; water,0·045; spirit of wine, 0· l 112; mercury, 0·018153 ; oil, linseeand olive, 0·08; wrought iron and steel, 0·006 ; cast iron, 0·0033; copper, 0·0055 ; bronze, 0 0054; brass, 0·0065 : bt·ick, commoass, 0·002. 
	3
	77
	d 
	3
	il,
	0·0106; fire-brick, 0·0015 ; gl
	7

	TABLE OF HEAVINESS AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY. 
	TABLE OF HEAVINESS AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY. 
	GASES, at 32 ahr., and under one atmospheree:
	° 
	F
	-

	Air,..................................................... . 
	Carbonic acid,.••................•...................... 
	Hydrogen, ................••..•.............e............ 
	Oxygen, ..................................e.............. . 
	Nitrogen, ..................•........e.........e..........e.•
	Steam (ideal), •............e.................•••........• 
	LIQUIDS, at 32" Fahr. ( except Water, 
	'\Veight of a cubic 

	foot in 
	foot in 
	which is taken at 39·1 Fahr.) :lbs. avoirdupois. Water, pure, at 39·1,......•..... 62·425 
	°
	°

	,, sea, ordinary, ........... . 64·05 Alcohol, pure, ...............e..... . 49·38 ,, proof spirit, ........... . 57·18 
	Łther............................. . 44·70 Mercury,.......................... . 848·7 5 
	,

	58·68
	Naphtha.......................... 
	,
	.
	.

	Oil, linseed, .............e.......... . 
	Weight of & foot in lb. a.voirdupoJB. 
	e11biO 
	. 

	0·080728 
	0·12344 0·005592 0·089256 0·078596 .. 
	0·05022 .. 
	.. 
	Specific
	gravity, Ł 

	pure water ::: J. 
	pure water ::: J. 
	1 •00°
	1 •00°
	-

	1 ·0Ł6 Ł 0·79• •16 •16
	1 
	0
	9
	0
	7
	-

	13·9· 0•84
	5
	6
	8 

	0·94
	° 

	57·12 0•91,
	olive,.......................... . 
	,, 

	,, whale,..........n.............. . 
	57·62 




	0•913· 
	0•913· 
	54·31 o·B1·
	° 

	,, of turpentine, .......e........• 
	Petroleum, ........................ . 
	54·81 o·B1_ 
	54·81 o·B1_ 
	8

	-
	SOLID MINERAL SuBSTANCEs, non-metallice:125 to 135 Brickwork,........................ 112 Coal, anthracite,.................. 100 ,, bituminous, ................. 77·4 to 89·9 2·43 to 103·6 Glass, crown, average,e........... 1.56 
	-
	Brick,............... ............. ... 
	Coke, •...................e............ 6

	Figure
	,,
	,, green, ,, plate, 
	I 64 to ·I 72 
	I 64 to ·I 72 
	. . . . . . .. . . . 
	Granite,............................ 
	Limestone (inclnding marble), 169 to 17,5 
	• 
	I 78 
	,, magnes1an,........... 

	Masonry, . . .. . . .• . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116 to 144 
	Weight of a. cubic 
	Sp1>cifle

	SoLm lfINERAL SUBSTANCES, nongravity,
	foot in 
	pure wŁter = 1.
	metallic-continued. 
	lbs. avoirdupois.

	109
	Łlortar,.............................
	Sand (damp), ..................... . 
	118 
	1·42 
	Sandstone, average, .............. , various kinds, ...... ·130 to 157 
	,

	l\iETALs, solid:
	-

	Brass, cast, .........•............•. 487 to 524·4 
	7·8.to.8·4 
	,, wire,......................... 533
	Bronze,................................ 524 
	Copper, cast,....................... 537 
	,, sheet,...................... 549 
	8·6
	8·8 
	19 to 19·6 
	6·95 ·
	to 7
	3 

	7•t 1 
	7·6to 7·8 
	hammered,...............
	,,
	Gold,................................ 1186 to 1224 
	444
	74to 487
	,average, ...............
	, 

	Iron, wrought, various, ...... ..4 
	. 

	7·69
	average,.........
	Lead,............................... 7
	1 2 
	I I
	'4 

	Platinum,.......................... 1311 to 1373 
	21 
	to 22 

	Silver,............................... 655 Steel, ............••...........•...• 487 to 493 7·8 to ·Tin,................................. 6 to 468 7·3 to 7·5 Zinc,................................ 424 to 449 6·8 to 7·
	10·5 
	•
	7·9 
	45
	2 

	0·7530·4 
	TI:Ml3ER :-• 
	Ash,.................................. 
	47
	Bamboo, .....................3...... 25 
	Beech,............................... 
	43
	Box,..................
	......

	........60 
	..
	.

	0·544
	34
	Elm,...................................
	Fir : Red Pine, ................... 
	0·48 to 0·7 o·¢ to 0·7 
	30 to 44 30 to 44
	,, 81)ruce, ..................... 
	,, American Yellow Pine, 
	,, Larch, ......3................ 
	.
	Mahogany, Honduras,...
	.

	0·85 
	3to 35
	1 

	5 43 to 62 
	3
	53

	.....
	.

	.
	Spanish,............. . 
	,, 

	Oak, European, ................... 
	,, American, Red,........... . 
	54 
	41 to 55
	Teak, ............................... 
	Willow,............................. 
	25

	Yew,.............................Ł.. 
	5
	0 

	• The Timber in every case is su:pposed to be dry. 
	328 

	WEIGHT OF CunEs, RoDs, PLATES, BARs, AND SPHERES. 
	WEIGHT OF CunEs, RoDs, PLATES, BARs, AND SPHERES. 
	A. B. c. D. E. F. 
	Round Siuare 
	Plate Sphere,
	1 ft.aŁ 1 ft. X_I 'rt. 
	ŁŁŁŁ 
	1 ltŁŁng 
	1 

	X l in. 
	X l in. 
	1 in. diam. in. X l in. 


	ŁŁŁŁŁ 
	ŁŁŁŁŁ 
	Figure
	lbs. 
	lbs. 
	Brass, cast, average, ... 0·298 
	,, wire, ..e.•....•..... 0·308 
	Bronze, .•.•..••.......••• 0·303 
	Copper, sheet, •••...•••. 0·318 ,, hammered, .... 0·322 
	Iron, cast, average, .••• 0·257 
	Iron,wrought,average, 0·278 Lead, ..•.•......•••.•••... 0·412 
	Steel, average, ..e..•••••• 0·283 \ f!n, average, ......e.•..•• 0·267 
	Zinc, average, .......... 0·252\..
	lbs. Iba. lbs. lbs. 
	2·81 3·58 43·0 516 0·156 
	2·91 3·70 44 ·4 533 0·16z 
	2·86 3·64 43·7 524 0·159 
	2·99 3·81 45·75 549 0·163·03 3·86 46·3 556 0·168 
	6 

	2·42 3·08 37·o 444 0·134 
	2·62 3·33 40·0 480 0·143·88 4·94 59·3 712 0·21
	6 
	6 

	2·67 3·40 40·8 490 0·148 2·52 3·21 38·5 462 0·140 
	2·38 3·03 36·3 436 0·13z 
	282. Centre of Gravlty-Momeat of Welahc.-RULE I.-The centrof gravity of a body of uniform heaviness is its centre of magnitude(See supplement to this Chapter, page 334.)
	e 
	. 

	RULE II.-.!_Ł_&_n.Ł ...:thŁ_.mm.ŁŁ.. Ł-f a body's weight relatieJ.y_jQ,a givenp?a:,Y!_e__ofmoŁ1ŁŁŁ; multiply the w·eight bythe perpendicular distance of tlie body's centre of gravity from the given plane.
	o
	t
	v:

	NOTE.In comparing together or combining the moments weights which lie some at one side and some at the other side of J>lane of moments, those moments are to be distinguished into J>ositive and negative, according to the sides of the plane at whic
	-
	of 
	a 
	h 
	· 

	RŁLE III.ŁTo finŁ 
	,
	th? comm9q __cŁntre of ŁŁity Łr Ł ..ŁŁ£Ł. 
	o

	detached bodies; find their several moments rdatively to a con .. veiiient"!ixe·a-plane; find the resul,tant of those moments by addingtogether, separately, the positive and negative moments, and takingthe difference between the two sums, which will be positive negative according as the positive or negative sum is the greater,Divide that resultant mon1ent by the total weight; the quotiente
	detached bodies; find their several moments rdatively to a con .. veiiient"!ixe·a-plane; find the resul,tant of those moments by addingtogether, separately, the positive and negative moments, and takingthe difference between the two sums, which will be positive negative according as the positive or negative sum is the greater,Divide that resultant mon1ent by the total weight; the quotiente
	detached bodies; find their several moments rdatively to a con .. veiiient"!ixe·a-plane; find the resul,tant of those moments by addingtogether, separately, the positive and negative moments, and takingthe difference between the two sums, which will be positive negative according as the positive or negative sum is the greater,Divide that resultant mon1ent by the total weight; the quotiente
	detached bodies; find their several moments rdatively to a con .. veiiient"!ixe·a-plane; find the resul,tant of those moments by addingtogether, separately, the positive and negative moments, and takingthe difference between the two sums, which will be positive negative according as the positive or negative sum is the greater,Divide that resultant mon1ent by the total weight; the quotiente
	detached bodies; find their several moments rdatively to a con .. veiiient"!ixe·a-plane; find the resul,tant of those moments by addingtogether, separately, the positive and negative moments, and takingthe difference between the two sums, which will be positive negative according as the positive or negative sum is the greater,Divide that resultant mon1ent by the total weight; the quotiente
	or 

	.

	will be the perpendicular distance of the common centre of gravityfrom the fixed plane ; and its positive or negative sign will sho
	w 
	at 


	.

	which side of the plane that centre lies. If necessary, repeat 
	th
	e 


	..
	same process for a second and a third fixed plane, so as to deten1ine the position of the required centre completely. The two 
	same process for a second and a third fixed plane, so as to deten1ine the position of the required centre completely. The two 
	same process for a second and a third fixed plane, so as to deten1ine the position of the required centre completely. The two 
	r 
	or 

	-

	three planes (as the case may be) are usually taken perpendicto each other. 
	uhi
	r 


	conŁŁŁti!1_.Ł
	g
	;

	p_ŁŁ·Łs _of..Ł1nequal_ liea:vineŁl;l,..i fnd separately the centres of t1iosB 1Jarts, ancl treat them as detached weights by Rule III. 
	i

	Figure
	Figure
	• 
	, 
	point
	face is 
	th
	e 

	surface. i 
	• 
	centre of magnitude of the pressed surface. 
	ta the 
	d
	.
	Figure
	284. The Uentre ofBuo-yancyl>f a solid wholly is the_£ŁpŁ1,'C._Łf_grŁity o.f_J,he mass oŁ Ł resultantpressure of the liquid on the solid .
	or 
	I?arŁly 
	1Ł
	m
	{:5Ł
	in 
	a 
	liquid 
	1v,rud 
	d>sp 
	cihe 
	Th
	15 

	_e
	equal to ·e
	d 
	tresultant will bale fequal to the weight, actmo 
	he 
	e 
	a si
	n 
	orce 

	pressure (as in Article 283); will be a s1ngŁe foyceequal in amount to the pressure, and acting in the same direction
	ffie reSl1itant 

	Łnd throllgh the centre of pressureThe amount of the pressureŁs equŁl to the area of the pressed surface, multiplied by the mear,, Łmensity of the pressure, and is also equal to the weight of the, 
	. 

	286oc Pre•■are is expressed in units ofweight of area: as pounds on the square inch, or kilogrammes.. s9uare metre ; or by the height of a column of sorue.
	. 
	The 
	lutea•HY 
	on.
	the 
	unit 
	on
	the 

	or 1n atmospheres, the the average 
	fluid
	; 
	unit 
	in 
	this 
	case being 

	302)
	.

	287. to Varletl Modon.-An unbalanced force 
	e massof 
	The following are 1·ules based
	equal and opposite impulse. 
	with 
	an 

	yn amult1p y t e massoy· Uie cliange 
	1Ł-ŁŁŁ
	-v
	e
	Ł-ŁŁit
	.?Ł 
	a. 
	ŁŁŁ
	.Ł
	Ł
	!§; 

	Figure
	Figure

	DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY. 
	DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY. 
	(If the change consists in acceleration, the impulse must Ł forwarde; if in retardation, backward.) 
	II. To calculate what unbalanced effort or unbalanced resiance, as the case may be, is required to produce a given increase din1inution of a body's speed in a given tin1e or in a given distance. 
	st
	or 

	Case 1.-If the ti·11te is given; multiply the weight of the mŁ by its change of velocity; divide by g, and by the time in seconds. 
	Case II. -If the distance is given; multiply the weight of mass by the change in the half-square of its velocity, and divide g, and by the distance. (For values of g, see page 318.) 
	th
	6 
	bf 

	III. To find thŁ re-action of an accelerated or retarded body;find the force required to J>roduce the change of velocity
	; 
	the 

	re-action will be equal and opposite. 
	.
	The momentum and re-action of a body of any figure undergoutranslation are the sa.me as if its whole mass were concentrated &i its centre of gravity. 
	1g

	The principles of this auJ the following Article will be further explained and exen1plifie<l in the nŁxt Chapter.
	288. De.,iated Motion a■d Cenerifu1al Force.-To make a ho�! move in a curve, sorne other body must guide it by exerting on a deviating force directed towa1·<ls the centre of curvature. Threvolving body re-acts on the guiding body with an equal aJJd,opposite centr�/itgal force. 
	1l 
	6 

	To find the deviating and centrifugal force of a given mSSS revolving with a given velocity in a circle of a given radiuse:.....-· multiply the wci81at o£ tae 1uass by the sqnare of its linear velociand divide by the radius ;-or otlterwi.'le: multiply the mass by hsquare of its angular velocit}· of revolntion, and mult1'.ply byth,8 radius :-the result wi]l he the value of the deviating and centŁ fngal forces iu absolute nuits, which may be converted into unJtl of weight by dividing hy g.
	tf, 
	t
	6 

	The resu/,tant centrifugal .force of a rigid body of any shape is th';
	.
	same in amount and direction (thongh not the san1e in dist1·ibutas if the whole n1ass were collected at its centre of gravity. ~'A. Fallin3 Bodif! .. -'fhe following 1·ules apply to a body 
	10Ł 
	'"
	L
	288 
	IV 

	ing without sensible resistance from the liir :
	-

	I. ven tiirl' 
	To tintl the velocity acqnire<l at the end of a gi
	6

	multiply the time in seconds by g (see page 318). 
	II. To find the height of fall in a given time; multiply t) 
	,

	square of the time in secon<lH hy Ł g = 16· l feet = 4·904 metteS-Ill. To find the height of fall correspouding (or "due'') to · 
	iven velocity; divide the ha]f-sqnare of the velocity by g. 
	g

	IV. To fiud the velocity d11e to a given height; multiply height by 2 g, and extract the fquare root. 
	U'l· 

	J2cJ = 8·025 feet = 4·429 metres. 
	331 
	TABLE OF HEIGHTS DUE TO VELOCITIES. 
	"=Velocity in feet per second. 
	h =Height in feet = v+ 64:·4. This table 1s exact for at1tu 
	2 

	. . 
	de 54Ł0
	. 

	1 
	;t
	-

	enoncrh to 
	ear 
	exa
	<

	o
	anc1 n 
	11
	·h 1' h 
	54 
	•0621 I 
	27
	I 
	2 
	56
	28 
	695
	48·

	12·17 4 


	52·235
	52·235
	58 

	13·059 
	·13975 29 
	3 

	55·9ol 
	60 

	14·922 
	·24845 30 
	4 

	·38820 31 
	5
	6 

	59·688 
	59·688 
	62 

	63·602
	64
	.!:590 I 32 
	15·901 

	7 ·76087 32·2 
	7 ·76087 32·2 
	16·100 

	66 
	64·400 
	67·640
	8 '99379 33 
	16·910 

	71 ·800
	17 ·95o 
	68

	I •2578 34 
	9 

	10 1·5528 
	35 
	76·087 
	19·022 
	70 

	80·496
	20·124 
	72

	It 1·8789 36 
	85·029
	21 ·257 
	74

	12 2·2360 3
	7 

	89·688
	89·688
	76 

	13 
	2·6242 38 22·422 
	94'4732
	78 

	3·0435 39 23·018
	14 

	3·4938 
	99·379 
	99·379 
	80 

	3·9752 
	41 
	15 
	16 
	17 
	24·845 
	82 104
	82 104
	·41

	26·102 
	4·4876 42 27·39t 
	84 
	109·56 

	5·031 t 433. 28·7 I 1 86 
	J 14
	·84

	18 
	20 
	5·6056 
	88 120·25
	30·062 
	I25·78
	31 ·444 90
	31 ·444 90
	6·2112 
	45 
	92 1313·43 
	21 6·8478 46 3285
	·
	7 

	22 7'555 [ 94 137·20
	1 
	34
	·3o 

	47 
	23 8·2143 35·7 76 96 143·10 
	4
	8 

	24 
	8·9441 37 ·283 98 149·13 
	4
	9 

	25 9·7050 38·820 100 155·28 
	25 9·7050 38·820 100 155·28 
	50 

	26 to·497 52 1
	4
	·987 

	SUl'PLEMENT TO CHAPTER I. 
	SUl'PLEMENT TO CHAPTER I. 
	Rules for the Mensuration of Figures and .finding of Ceratres of },fagnitude.
	289. To Mea•are ••1 Plane A.rea.-Draw an ax.is or base-line, AX, in a. convenient position. The n1ost convenient position is usŁŁlly pa.r-ctllŁl to the greatest length of the area to be measured. 1vide the ll'ngth of the figure into a convenieut number <'f equal1nrvals, and n1easure breadths in a directi<ln perpendicnla.r to the 
	-p
	t:e

	ax1s at the two ends of that length, and at tbt, I>oints of division, 
	Ł-t---t' bs 
	which breadths will, of course, be one more in number than intervals. (For example, in fig. 233, the length of the figure divided into ten equal intervals, and eleven breadths a1·e measured at b0, b1, &c.) Then the following rules are exact, if the sides 
	the 
	is 

	Ł of the figure are bounded by straight lines, and by 
	parabolic curves not exceeding the third degree, and are approximate for boundaries of any other figures. 
	'b,Ł 











	:--i---.!,9 RULE A. ("Simpson's First Rule," to be used 
	:--i---.!,9 RULE A. ("Simpson's First Rule," to be used 
	when the number of intervals is even.)-Add together
	1--t----1 
	bs 

	the two endmost breadths, twice every second iuter-mediate breadth, and four times each of the remain
	· 

	,--.---.,,.,.!,s ing intermediate breadths; multiply the sum by 
	the 

	r--1ŁŁ6¥ common interval between the breaths, and divide b.f t---1--1 03; the result will be the area required. 
	d
	3 

	1 
	1 
	l,
	3

	r-
	-1-

	-
	For two intervals the multipliers for the breadtbS are 1, 4, 1; for four intervals, 1, 4, 2, 4, I; for sii intervals, I, 4, 2, 4, 2, 4Ł I; and so on. These arecalled "Simpson's Multipliers." 

	RLE B. ("Simpson's Second Rule," to be used 
	RLE B. ("Simpson's Second Rule," to be used 
	U

	when the number of intervals is a multiple of 3. }
	-A 
	.I 

	Fig. 283. 
	Fig. 283. 
	Add together the two endmost breadths, twice every third intermediate breadth, and thrice each of the remaining intermediabreadths; multiply the sum by the common interval between breadths, and by 3; divide the product by 8; the result will be the area required. 
	te 
	the 

	ree intervals, 1, 3, 3, l; for six intervals, 1, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, I; for nine intervals, 
	"Simpson's multipliersn" in this case are, for th

	RULE C. (" :Jtlerrifielr£s Trapezoidal Rule," for calculating sepW'rately the areas of the parts into which a figure is subdivided bf its equidistant ordinates or breadths. )-Write down the breadth' in their order. Then take the differences of the st.recessive breaddistinguishing them into positive and negative according as tp· \breadths are increasing or diminishing, and write them opPosits:the intervals between the breadths. Then take the differeof those differences, or second differences, and write them 
	ths,
	8
	nceS
	:
	. 
	ii:8: 
	' , 

	Firi,t Differences. 
	Firi,t Differences. 
	Positive increasing, or 
	}


	ea lve 1m1n1s 11ng, 
	ea lve 1m1n1s 11ng, 
	g

	Second Difference. 
	.. 
	' 
	,. 
	Negative increasing, or
	}

	Positive diminishinu 
	O' 

	•••••••••Negati've· j
	Łi
	,a 
	In the colun1n of second differences there will now be two ble.Ł opposite the two endmost breadths; those blanks are to be 
	filled 
	11
	1,; 

	Figure
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	290. To Mean.re theVohameany SoUd.....:..METHOD I. By ht axis in any convenient position. sually parallel to the greatest length of tŁe Łohd.)
	of 
	Lay
	f!T's
	.
	-Choose e. straig
	coŁŁenient is u

	D1v1de _the whole length of the solid, as marked on the ax1s, uŁto a t nuber of equal intervals, and mŁasure the_ eries of planes crossing the axis at rightangles at tbe two ends and at the points of division. Then treatthey were the breadths of a plane figure, applyingA, B, or C of Article 289, page 332e
	convenien
	Ł
	sect1?nal
	area. of the solid upon a s
	those 
	areas 
	a.s 
	if 
	to 
	them 
	Rule 

	; and the result 
	METHOD II. B
	y 

	Prisms CYr Columns("Woolley's Rule").-A.ssumenvenient position as a base, divide it into a network 
	a 
	plane 
	in 
	a 
	co

	rectangular columns; add together the the 
	t
	h
	?se 
	double
	s of 
	all 

	simple thicknesses which are at its boundaries; divide he area of one recta.ngular division
	and 
	th
	e 
	the
	sum by six, and multiply by t

	ofthe b
	ofthe b
	as
	e.

	291To ltlea•are the LenK(h ofa11y <:an-e,-Divide it into shortmeasure each of them by Rule I ofArticle 51, page 28. 
	. 
	a.res, 
	and 

	334: DY:S-AllICS OF MACHINERY. 
	292. Centre of Mapltade-Genel'lll Priaelples.-By the magnitude of a figure is to be understood its length, area, or volume, according as it is a line, a surface, or a solid. 
	The Centre of M agn,itude of a fiure is a point such that, if the fiO'ure be divided in any way into equal parts, the distance of the c:ntre of magnitude of the whole figure from any given pla.ne is the mean of the distances of the centres of magnitude of the several · · equal parts from that plane.
	g

	The Geometrical Moment of any figure relatively to a given plane 
	is the product of its magnitude into the perpendicular distance of 
	its centre from that plane.
	I. Sym"flietrical Fiure.-If a plane divides a. figure into two symmetrical halves, the centre of magnitude of the figure is in that plane; if the figure is symmetrically divided in the like manner by two planes, the centre of magnitude is in the line where those planes cut each other; if the figure is symmetrically divided bythree planes, the centre of magnitude is their point of intersection; and if a figure has a centre of figure (for exa!.mple, a circle, a sphere,
	g

	an ellipsean ellipsoid, a parallelogram, &c. ), that point is its centre of magnitude. 
	1 

	II. l'ompound Figure.-To find the perpendicular distance from a given plane of the centre of a compound figure made up of partswhose centres are known. Multiply the magnitude of each part by the perpendicular distance of its centre from the given plane; distinguish the products (or geometrical moments) iuto positive or negative, according as the centres of the parts lie to oue f(ide or to the other of the plane; add together, separately, the positive moments and the negative moments: take the difference of 
	call it positive or negative according as the positive or negative sum is the greater; this is the resultant moment of the compoundfigure relatively to the given plane; and its being positiYe or negative shows at which side of the plane the required centre lies. Divide the resultant moment by the magnitude of the compoundfigure; the quotient will be the distance reqnired.
	The centre of a figure in three dimensions is determined by finding its distances from three planes that are riot parallel to each 
	. other. The best position f<fr those planes is perpendicular to each other; for example, one horizontal, and the other two cuttiug each other at right angles in a vertical line. To determine the centre of a pla.ue figure, its distances from two plŁnes perpendicular to the plane of the fiure are sufficient. 
	g

	293. entre of a Plaae .&.rea.-To find, approximately, the centl'e of any plane area. 
	C

	RULE .A.-Let the plane area be that represented in fig. 233 ( of Article 289, page 332). Draw an axis, A X, in a convenient position, divide it into equal intervals, measure breadths a.t the 
	335 
	CENTRE OF A PLANE AREA.. 
	• 
	Article 289. 
	of that new tiCYnre. The result of theometrical 1n.oment Łf the original figure relatively 
	the 
	area 
	e 
	operation 
	wil
	l 
	b
	e 
	the 
	g
	1
	to 
	a 
	p
	lane 

	e Łhe moment by the area oŁiginal fignre be the distance of the centre required 
	DŁvid
	; 
	th
	e
	quoti
	en
	t 
	will 
	from 
	th
	e p
	lane 

	of the 
	position being in gener-al perpendicular to AX), and by a si_milar the distance of the centre from a plane second axis one of its ends; the centre will then 
	proc
	ei:;s 
	find 
	perpe
	n
	dicul
	a
	r 
	to 
	the 
	at 
	be 

	a plane intermediate points of division, inst-ead of :t one of its endsmay be computed as fol_lows :tely the moments of the two parts plane divides the fic,ure · the required centre will lie in the vartwhich has the greater �oment. Subtract the less moment from the greater; the remainder will be the resulta·nt 1nmnent of the 'W�ole fire, which being divided by the whole area, the quotient w:1� be the distance of the required centre from the plane of 
	from 
	cutt
	ina 
	a
	n 
	axis 
	at 
	on
	e 
	of 
	the 
	, 
	Take 
	separa
	into 
	which 
	that 
	gu

	_
	_
	iv1s1on.
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	hen the resultant moment is 
	REMAR
	K.-W

	= O, the centre is in 
	Ł find the perpendicu1ar distance of tŁe centre from A X. Multi.ply each breadth by the du:itance of thŁof that breadth from the axis, and by the propers Multiplier,,, Article 289, page 331 ; distinguish the into right-handed andleft:-handed, according as the middle points of the breadths lie to the right or left of the axis; take separately the sum of the right-handed products and the sum of the left-handed p1·oducts; the required centre will lie to that side fthe axiR for which the sum is the greater; sub
	RuL
	C.-To 
	thŁ 
	axis 
	e 
	iŁdl
	e 
	point 
	Simp
	son'
	P1:>ducts 
	Ł

	Łnterval if Simpson's first rule is used, or by i of the co,umon Simpson's second rule is used; the prodnct will be besuant 1nonie,,t rela.tively to the axis A X, which being divided 
	inter
	val 
	if 
	the 
	lt

	y area, the quotient will be the required distance of the cŁntrethat axi• 
	th
	e 
	fro
	m 
	s.
	• 

	y Ł es of tŁis Arlilare expressed in symbols, as follows :-Let x ande l epeŁd1cular distances of any point in the plane area. from two
	ru
	;
	<:
	e 
	Ł
	r

	les
	an

	per11eudicula.r to the area and to each other, a.nd ;;z:0 a.nd y0 the per• 
	p

	294. Centre of a Volame.-To find the perpendicular distance the centre of magnitude of any solid figure from a plane perpen· dicular to a given axis at a given point, proceed as in Rule A the preceding Article to find the moment relatively to the plane, substituting sectwnal areas for breadtlis; then divide the momentby the volume (as found by Article 289) ; the quotient will be the required distance. 
	of 
	of 

	To determine the centre completely, find its distances from three planes, no two of which are parallel. In general it is best that those planes should be perpendicular to each other. 
	295. Centre of 1'.lapitude of a Carved I.-ine.-RULE A.-Tofind 
	approximately the Centre qf �lt agni· tude of a very Flat Curved Line.
	D 

	--...t;:-
	Ł
	Ł

	" '""Ł------=----Ł:s
	c 
	Ł
	In 
	fig. 
	234, 
	let 
	AD B 
	be 
	the 
	arc. 

	Draw the straight chord A B, which 
	bisect in C; draw C D (the cle.ftec· 
	Fig. 234. 

	tion of the arc) perpendicular A B; from D lay off D E = A C D; E will be very nearly the 
	to 

	centre required. 
	.
	This process is exact for a cycloidal arc whose chord, A B, Łs parallel to the base of' the cycloid. For other curves it is approi:1mate. For example, in the case of a circular arc, it gives D E tosmall; the error, for an arc subtending 60, being about rt1f of the deflection, and its proportion to the deflection varying nearly asthe square of the angular extent of the arc. 
	-
	o 
	° 

	RuLE B.-When the Curved Line is not very flat, divide it invery flat arcs; find their several centres of magnitude by Rule .A.,and measure their lengths ; then treat the whole curve as a coIJl· pound figure, agreeably to Rule II. of Article 292, page 334. 
	to 

	296. 8pec,al w,,area.-I. TRIANGLE (fig. 235).-From any two 
	of 

	/ethe angles draw straight lines to the midd
	l
	e 

	points of the opposite sides; these lines 
	, 
	will 

	..e.. cut each other in the centre required ;
	Figure
	-or 

	.
	otherwise,-from any one of the angles draŁ 
	.

	a straight line to the middle of the opposi
	_
	_ 
	-_
	,ŁŁ-Ł-Łj 
	te

	_e. ...,_
	•, 

	Fig. 235. side, and cut off one-third part from that line,
	commencing at the side. 
	II. QUADRILATERAL (fig. 236).e-Draw the two diagonals AC B D, cutting each other in E. If the quadrilateral is a paralleŁ gram, E will divide each diagonal into two equal parts, and -ww itself be the centre. If not, one or botl1 of the diagonals will divided into unequal parts by the point E. Let B D be a diago
	and 
	l
	bj
	n
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	pendicular distances of the centre of magnitude of the area from the saJllplanes ; then 
	8 

	J 1· x d x d y yd x d y 
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	_IPLANE PotYGON.-Divide it into 
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	es; findtheir centres, and measure reas; then trea the po1ygon as a 
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	PRI8M OR CYLINDER WITH PLANE ___
	p 
	IV. 
	..: 

	ŁRALLEL ENDs.-Find the centres of the ":l_____
	aight line joining them will be Fig. 286. 
	::els; 
	Ł 
	str

	Ł of the prism or cylinder, and theof that line will be the centre reqnired.
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	llll<l
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	point 

	V. 
	AHEDRON OR TRIANGULAR PYRAMID (fig. 27).-Bisect
	TETR
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	opposite edges, as A D and 
	Figure
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	E 
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	PYRAMID OR CONE WITH A 
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	m which draw a straight line nlit; this will be the axis 
	to
	a.se
	, 
	fro
	th 
	tLe 
	sum
	of

	D'------Ł
	D'------Ł
	PYramid or cone. From the axis 
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	basen· this will give the 
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	at 
	the 

	c 
	Fig. 23i.
	uired. 
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	ANY OR PLA?-4""1:-FACED SOLID.-Divide it into fr-atn; find their centres and measure their t whole solid as a compound figure by Rule II. of Article
	Vrr. 
	POLYHEDRON 
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	volumes
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	then 
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	VIII. 
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	arc in D, and join C D and A B. radius CD by the chord AB, the length of the arc 
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	Figure
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	C 
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	C 
	Fig. 238. 
	OF A FLAT Rmo.-Letn,,. be the external and,' 
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